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CHAPTER
I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to detennine the species of desmids
found in Lily Lake, a subalpine lake in the Uinta Mountainsof Utah.
This lake was selected as a study sit~ as it is an acidic, cold, lentic
bog pond characteristic for desmid growth. Descriptions and keys to the
'

•i

genera and species are included. Each species is categorized also to
its relative frequency.
Desmidsbelong to the class Chlorophyceae(or GreenAlgae), the
order Conjugatae and the family Desmidiaceae. Desmidiaceaeare minute,
unicellular or sometimesunited into colonies of a more or less fragile
nature. The cells are variable in fonn, usually constricted in the
middle fonning two synmetrical halves or semicells.

The cell-wall in

the majority of desmids exhibits characteristic surface markings.
Available infonnation on the desmids of a subalpine lake in Utah
is limited.

Palmer (1968) reported fourteen genera and seventy-eight

species in her studies of Lilly Lake. Coombs(1964) listed seventeen
genera and ninety-six species of desmids from lakes, meadows,ponds,
rivers and riverlets of the WesternUinta Mountainsand adjacent areas.
Seventeen of the species were reported only in the rivers or riverlets.
Forty-four species from Mirror Lake were listed by Snow(1940). Flowers
..
'
(1939) listed sixteen genera and 120 species in his studies of the
"Algae of Utah". Snowand Stewart (1939) listed twenty-eight species
in a preliminary report of the algae of Mirror Lake, Utah. Tanner (1931)
l
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reported twenty-one genera and identified five species.

Norrington

(1925) reported finding desmids in the streams and lakes of the Uinta
Mountains, but gives no listing of genera or species.
In the above reports, no information was given concerning the
relative frequencies or the descriptions of the genera and species.
The data were from individual samples and do not cover the growing
season. The reports list only the species or genera present.

Data

were gathered for an entire growing season in the present study.
Lily Lake is located in the WasatchNational Forest Tl5, R9E,
S31 of the Uinta Mountains. It is one-half mile west of Trial Lake
at an elevation of approximately 10,000 feet (Christensen and Harrison,
1961). The only access to the lake is by walking a trail from Trial
Lake. The lake is surrounded by a sedge meadowthat grows in peat
soil.

The peat is floating on the water in the deepest end of the lake.

This peat has been measuredto a depth of twenty feet under the meadow
(Christensen and Harrison, 1961).
The lake is small, about five hundred feet long and two hundred
feet wide. Christensen and Harrison (1961) report that the lake's
maximum
depth is sixteen feet.

The water was clear during the entire

growing season. No silt was observed due to the melting of spring snows
or incomingrain water.
In cooperation with the United States Forest Service, the lake
and surrounding forest have been set aside as a study area for the
Botany Departmentof BrighamYoungUniversity (Christensen and
Harrison, 1961).

CHAPTER
II
METHODS
ANDMATERIALS
Desmidswere collected weekly frm seven sampling stations
located at different sites throughout the lake (Figure 1).

Nineteen

collecting trips were madefrm June 26th through the 7th of November
1964 (Table 1).

Collections were made in 1965 and may be referred to

individually, but are not included collectively in this report.
Environmental data of the water were recorded each week. No data
were taken during the winter months.
Surface samples were taken by means of a plankton net at
stations one, two, and seven. The net was t~rown from the shore into
the lake and pulled back to the shore at stations one and two. A
boat was used to pull the net along the surface of the water at
station seven.
Periphyton samples were collected at stations one, three, four,
five, and six.

At station one the samples were obtained by scraping

material frm the stem and lower side of the leaf of the water lilies,
from organic matter lying on the bottm of the lake, from the wood
of branches and logs in the w~ter, and frm dead grass and sedge leaves
'which were attached to the shore below the water level.· The water
at this station was never over two feet deep during the collecting
period.

The samples obtained at station three consisted of material

scraped from a sheet of glass, a naturally occurring submergedlog,
and frm organic matter of a floating peat mat. The glass sheet was
3

4
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Figure 1. Mapof Lily Lake, Utah. Enlargement. (Christensen and
Harrison, 1961)

TABLE
1
ENVIRONMENTAL
DATAONLILYLAKE
Date

ppm DayLe11gth Light
Water
Air
pH Temp.0 C Temp.0 c Oxygen Hrs. Min. Conditions Time of

6-26-64

5.9

7-4-64

Day

170

17°

15

5

2

1:00

20°

21°

15

0

5

3:30

7-11-64

5.0

23°

25°

14

53

5

2:00

7-18-64

6.1

23°

25°

14

45

6

11:30

7-24-64

7.2

230

25°

14

34

7

12:00

20°

21°

5.5

14

18

5

12:00

21°

23°

6.0

14

04

5

1:00

18°

18°

6.0

13

46

6

10:15

16°

170

5.5

13

31

7

11:30

8-1-64
8-8-64

7.4

8-15-64

8-22-64

7.2

Comments
Runoff heavy

Runoff decreasing
Water entering lake
less lcfs (estimate}

U'1

TABLE
1 Continued
Date

Water
ppm DayLength
Light
Air
pH Temp. 0C Temp.0c Oxygen Hrs. Min. Conditions Time of Day Comments

8-29-64

7.2

13°

13°

7.5

13

17

7

11 ~oo

9-4-64

14°

19°

7.0

12

59

7

11:15

9-11-64

140

16°

6.5

12

40

6

11:00

9-18-64

12°

70

7.9

12

23

2

1~30

9-29-64

110

90

7.6

12

2

4

10:00

12°

80

8.1

11

41

7

3:00

12°

15°

6.7

n

15

4

12:00

10-16-64 7.2

70

15°

8.2

11

4

5

9:15

Ice around shore
out 12-18 inches

10-28-64

70

12°

8.3

10

57

4

3:15

Ice around shore
out 12-18 inches

40

90

10

40

5

11:30

10-3-64

7.5

10-9-64

11-7-64

7.2

First trace of snow

Stormy day

Ice covered lake
2 1/2 inches thick

7

suspended in about six feet of water and touched the bottom of the
lake. The organic matter consisted of dead grass and.sedge leaves,
sphagnumstems and leaves, and organic matter that adhered to t~e log.
Stations four, five, and six were artificial

glass habitats

for·growth. The sheets of glass were irregular, varying in shape from
six to twelve inches wide. The glass was suspendedat a depth of
thirty inches at station four, sixty inches at station five, and ninety
inches at station six.

The periphyton samples were obtained by

scraping material from this glass.
After the samples were removedfrom the lake, they were
preserved in FAAsolution. 1 Theywere then brought to the laboratory
and centrifuged.

The supernatant was poured off and the materi_a1

was placed in a twenty percent KOH
solution for at least two weeks.
The samples were again centrifuged and the supernatant poured off.
The samples were then washedin distilled water to removethe KOH.
The water was removedby centrifuging and decanting, and the samples
were preserved in a ten percent glycerin and ninety percent distilled
water solution. 2 The samples were then mounteddirectly on a slide
and examinedfor desmids present.

During the examination of samples

collected, someof the smaller desmids, less than fifteen microns,
could have been overlooked due to their small size and the scanning
methodsused to observe the desmids present.

Scanningwas done with

1FAAsolution
50%Alcohol
••••
90 c.c.
35-40%Fonnalin ••••
5 c.c.
99%Acetic Acid ••••
5 c.c.
2Interview with Kent McKnight,ChainnanBotanyDept.,
Brigham
YoungUniversity, 1964.
.
'
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magnification of lOOXand identification at 430X.
Collections of samples were madeas early as 9:15 A.M. and as
late as 3:30 P.M. during the growing season (Table 1).
light conditions at the time of coliecting were recorded by
an arbitrary scale as follows: (1) stormy, (2) very overcast or
cloudy, (3) overcast or cloudy, (4) bright though cloudy, (5) bright
and clear with very high and thin overcast, (6) bright and clear, and
(7) extremely bright and clear (Table 1).
The dissolved oxygenwas measuredin parts per million with a
YellowSpring Instrument OxygenMeter, Model51. The temperature of
the water was determined with a centigrade thermometerat the time
collections were made. The pHwas measuredat the same time with a
BeckmanpHMeter, ModelG.
The length of the day in hours and minutes (Table 1) is the
time betweensunrise and sunset as given by the U.S. WeatherBureau
at Salt lake City, Utah.
Eight samples were taken during each collecting trip.

Each

species was listed as present or absent in the lake. A record of
presence might refer to a single individual of a desmid species or a
great manyindividuals.

The term "percent frequency" used in this

study refers to the numberof times the species was collected in the
lake during the nineteen collections made. For example, Clostel"ium
Cynthia occurred four times out of the nineteen collections.

Thus, it

has a percent frequency of 21%.
Identification was based on the structure of the cell-wall.
The shape, size and surface markings were used to identify and
describe the genera and species.

Four volumeson the British

9

Desmidiaceaeby w.West and G. s; ·west {1904.;.1912)"ancrone
volume
on the British Desmidiaceaeby Carter (19231'are the· principle keys
used ·to identify and'describethedesmids.

The.Flore Desmidialede

la Region de Mbntreal by Irenee-Marie (1938) and British Desmidieae
by··Ralfs (1848)· have keys and descriptions that were used to identify
species not found in the British Desmidiaceae. Irenee-Karie contributions in Hydrobiologia (1952, 1956, 1957a, 1957b) were used as
reference mat~rial to correctly establish identifications to some
species.

CHAPTER
III
RESULTS

Seventeen genera with 167 species of Desmidiaceaewere obtained
from Lily Lake (Table 2). There were ninety-four different species
in this study that have not been reported in Utah waters. This does
not include those that were keyed to genus only. Three genera.
Co8111al'ium.,
Clostel"ium

and Staumstrum

accounted for 101 of the 167

species and were the dominantgenera.
The percent frequency of each species is reported in Table 2.
On the basis of their percent frequency, each of the desmids was
placed in one of five groups: (i} abundant, (ii} c011111on,
(iii}
frequent, (iv} occasional, and {v) scarce.
Fourteen species were categorized as being abundant (i).
Euastrum Didelta.,

Tl"iplooeras graoile.,

Xanthidium armatum

Cosmarium margal"itifePU1T1.,and

var. fissum were the most abundant species occurring

with a frequency of 100%. Five species had a frequency of 95%;
four species showeda frequency of 90%and one had a frequency of
84%{Table 2).

The common
group (if) of algae showedtwenty-two species with
a range of 60%to 79%. Twenty-four species were in the 40%to 59%
frequent group (iii) • The occasion'a1 g.roup(iv) .wasrepresented
by forty-three species in the 20%to 39%range. The largest group,
with sixty-four desmid species, is the scarce.category (v) with a
percent frequency of 5%to 19~.
10

TABLE
2
SPECIES
FOUND
IN RELATIONSHIP
TOCOLLECTION
WEEKS
ANO
ABUNDANCE
Species

!964
Percent
July
Frequency J.

AbundantSpecies

Euast1'UNI
Dide'Lta
Pltip'LoceNB gztaaiZ.e
Cosmaztium
mazegaztitifel'Ull'l
Xanthidium amatum var. fi,ssum
Netztium Digitus
PZeUPotaeniumEhrenbez,gi,i
Cosmaztium
pyzaami.datum
Sta'UZ'aBtzvnophiUN
Gymnoaygas,.
C'Lostel'iumcaZ.ospo'l"Ulll
Euast'l"Ulll
aboer,se
PZ.eUPotaenium
nodosum
Mio:raateztiasmuzticata
StaUPast:rumceNStes

Common
Species

C'Loste1'iumangustatum

Euastztum obeBvn

CosmariumunduZ.atum
CoBmaztivnPhaaeoZ.usvar. eZ.evatum
Cosma:riumcontztactum fonna Jacobsen-Li
Cosmaztiumo:rbicuZ.atum
StaUPastzvn setige'PUTfl
StauNBtl'VII fuztoatum
CZ.Oste1'ium
didymoto<1Ulfl
Euastl'tl'IIe'Legans
CoBmaztium
tvnidvn

Aug1,1st

S(!ptember
4 '11 18 29

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

26 4 11 18 24 1 8 -·-15 22·-29

100
100
100
100

95.
95
95
95
95
90

X

X
X
X
X.
X
X

X

X

X

90

X

X
X
X

90

84

X
X

X
X

79
79

X
X

X

X
X

X

90

79

74
74
7~
74
74

68
68

68

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

x

X

x
X
X
X
X

x·
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X·
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

K
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
.X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
)C X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

x-X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

-x

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

·x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

;,,ff,.

3 9 16 28:- 7

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

October
.x
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X X

X
X

X

X

X

-X
X

·x

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

-

TABLE
2 Continued
Species

Percent
1964
Frequency J.
July

Cosmariumomatum
CoamariumBoeokii
Xanthidium antit.opa.eumv.a-r. ta.eve
Xanthidium onstatum
Aztthz-odesmusBut.nheimii var. subinous
Stauzeastl'Umoomutum
Desmidiumcy t.indztioum
Ct.ostenum stnot.atum
StauPast'ZVllanati.nun
Staul'a.BtzrumArotisoon
Stau:rastl'Umpot.ymoz-phum

F-mquentSpecies

Eua8t1tz1111
bidentatum
Cl.osterium t.ineatum
Ct.ostentlfl Rat.fsii var. hybztidtlfl
Euast'ZVllhume:rosum
Eum,tl'Umdentiout.atum
Tztip'Locems vertioit. t.atum
Mi.Cl'CIBtePias
depaupemta var. flotttriCosma1'ium
venustum
Xantni.dium anti t.opa.eum
St.au:rastrumBraai t.iense var. Lundett.ii
Psnium sp~ {2)
ct.ostenum Aztoheranianum
Euastzvn orassum
Cosmal'iumHarrmerivar. pz-otubez-ance
Cosmaztiumfuztoatospemrum
Cosmmum quadzaifazti11nfonna hu:aatioha

September

August

October

N.

26 4 11 18 24 1 8 15 22 29 4 11 18 29 3 9 16 28 1

68

68
68
68
68
68
68
63
63
6363

X

X

X
X

X

58
53
53
53
53
53

X

53
53

X

53
53

47
47

47
47

47
47

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
.,., X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

XX
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
-X
X
X X

)I

X

X
X

X

X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X ·X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-Jt
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X-

X

X
X

X

X

X ·X

X

X

X X
X.
X X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

xX

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

N

TABLE
2 Continued
Species

1§64
Percent
September October
Frequency J.
August
N.
July
26 4 11 18 24 1 8 15 22 29 4 11 18 29 3 9 16 28 7

Stau:ztastr-umgZadiosum
DesmidiumSIJazrtai,i,
Ctoste'l"LumtatemZe
Ctosterium Kutaingi,i,
Eua8t1'Ullf
binate fonna Gutbnnskii
Miarasterias papi,1,1,i,fezta
C04'flW"i,um
quadztatutwn
Stauztast'Z'7111
oztbiauZaz.evar. RaZfsU,

OccasionalSpecies

Pteuztota.eni.wnTrabeouta var. z.eotun
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TABLE2 Continued
Species

Percent
Frequency
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Xanthidium anti.Zopaeum var. hebraidarum
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Staurastri,n graci.Ze var. coronuZatum
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CZ.ostel'ium Cynthia
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CZosteriiqn sp. ( 3)
CZosterium sp. {4)
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2 Continued
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July
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August
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Euastrwn e"Legansvar. Novae Sem"Liae
16
PZeuz-otaenium
Eh:renbe'l.'gii
var.
undu"Latum
16
•
t.
Mio:rastenas :rotata
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Cosma:riZ111
amoenum
Co11ma:ri.1,111
e"Legantissimumfonna mino:r
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Coana:ri.1,111
dsntiou"Latum fonna Bo'l.'gei,
16
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t:rachyp"LeuJWn
var. minus
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COBma:riZ111
isthmochondztum
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var. angUoum
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Penium .sp. (3)
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C"Loste:rium
juncidium
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C"Loste:ri.1,111
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5'. {5)
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llia:rastel"ias tmnoata
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Miomste:rias papi,ZUfe:ra formama;Jo:r
Micmstenas apiou.Zata var. b:raohypte:ra
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Micztaste:rias sp.
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TABLE2 Continued
Species

Pe-rcent
1964
Frequency J.
July

Cosmanum sp. (2)
Cosma?tium
moniZiforme fonnapunctata
Cosmanum sp. (4)
Cosma.zti..um
refl'ingens var. minor,
Cosmazoium
meneghinii
Cosmazoium
diffici Ze
Cosmazoium
sp. ( 5)
Cosmazoium
onhostichum
Cosmazti,llm
pseudoconnatum
Cosmazoiwn
pseudamoenumvar. basiZaN
AnhrodesTttUStl'iangu Zaris var. infZatus
Arthrodssmus RaZfsii
Stauras tzwn di Zatatum
Staurastzwn cuspidatum
Staurast?tUmauspidatum var. divel'(JenB
StauNstzvn anatinun var. tl'Uncatum
Staumstrum acuZeatum
Onychonemafi Zifome
HyaZotheca unduZata
Desmidiumcoarctatum
Penium sp. (1)
Penium sp. (4)
CZosterium macitentum
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Staurastrum sp.
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spongiosum
Stauzeastz-umhe:cace"'1lt
Spondytosium pZ.anum
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No··coants·weremadeto showthe"··reJat.ive·numerical abundance.
The·author··did observe, however, that C1,osteztium Uneatum~ ciosteztium
sp. (5), and ciosteztium Ratfsii

var. hybztidwn (Plate II, Figs. 4, 6, 8)

appeared to"be·more·abundant numerically than was generally observed
for other species.
artifictal·•glass

These were prominent in samples collected from the

habitats.

The occurrence by species present varies-considerably as shown
in Table 3. Twopeaks, or algal blooms, were reached during the weeks
of July 18th·and September4th. The water temperature was at a
peak of 23° centigrade for the July 18th bloom, and the September

4th increase·also appears to be caused by·a rise in water temperature
which followed a cold stormy period (Table 3).
This study showedthat as the water temperature·decreased and
dissolved oxygen increased, the numberof desmid species present
decreased. Rooney(1967) reported that as the water temperature
increased,··the•·disso1ved oxygendecreased, and as the temperature
increased, the numberof species of fungi present increased. The
water temperature remained constant from July 11th through July 24th
at 23° (Table 1). During this time the desmid population reached a
peak and began a decline.

Gradual disappearance of species continued

for' several weeks only to increase rapidly again as warmweather
stopped the·water temperature decline and caused it to rise again
though the water temperature showedan··increase of
slightly. --···Even
only one degree on September4th, it mayhave been·warmerfollowing
the stormy weather of late August and before the recording of the
temperature September4th.

Note that the water and air temperature

generally showedonly a one or two degree difference with the
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exception of September4th which showeda five degree span (Table l}.
These data and Rooney•sdata (1967) shownearly the same trends for an
entire growing season.
The key to genera is madeon the basis of the structure of the
cell-wall.

The shape, size and surface markings are used to identify

and describe the genera and species.
The basic morphological descriptions which were used to identify
the species collected from Lily Lake are given below. All descriptions
are from W. West and G. S. West (1904-1912)and Carter (1923) unless
otherwise specified.

The keys are from W. West and G. S. West (1904-

1912) and Carter (1923) except where it was necessary to makechanges
for this limited numberof species.

Species found in this study, but

not included in W. West and G. S. West (1904-1912)and Carter (1923)
were placed where the author felt was the appropriate place. Nomenclature follows these studies.
Keyto the Genera of Desmidiaceae
1. Cell-wall unsegmented,without pores. Point of division of cells
not fixed, and unknownprevious to the actual division.

The

young half of the cell is developed obliquely, and its walls are
absolutely continuous with the walls of the older half.
solitary, relatively short and unconstricted.

Cells

Netrium~ p. 23.

2. Cell-wall segmented,with a differentiated outer layer.

Cell

division following a fixed type and the younger half cells
interpolated betweenthe old ones. The younger portions of the
cell-wall are not continuous with the older portions but are
joined obliquely to them.

2.

21
2. ·pofnt of divi-sion of cells variable or sometimesfixed (at-·
the isthms).

3.

3.· Cells of moderate length, straight and more or less
·cyltndrical.

Points of divisi-on often ·varhble, following

no·lawo Cell-wall with or without pores.

Peniwn~ p. 24.

3. Cells elongate, generally curved, attenuating towards
each end. Points of division regularly placed in the
· ·middleregion of the cell.

Cell-wall commonly
with

pores.

Ctoste'l"iwn~ p. 26.

2. Point of division always fixed (at the isthms).
4.· Cells solitary or colonial.

4.

The obliquely-fitting new

and old parts of the cel'l-wall at the ·point of division
(the isthaas) remain plane.

5.

5-.· After division the cells becomefree and solitary
individuals.

6.

6. Cells elongated and cylindrical;

constriction

slight.

7.

7. Apices of cells truncate or rounded.
PZeu?'Otaftniwn#p.. 36.

7. Apices of cells cleft, incision widely open
or narrow. Cell-wall adorned with rings of
furcate processes.

TzeipZoceras# p. 38.

6. Cells relatively short, conmonlycompressedor
radiating;

constriction·osually deep.

8.

8. Cells compressed(at right angles to the plane
of the front view); from the vertical view
fusiform or elliptical.

9.

22
9. cells 'almost always with an apical incision
and a moderately lobed margin; with a

central protuberanceo

'Euastz-um,p. 39.

9o Cells very compressed.with deeply lobed
or incised margins.

Miczoastei'ias, p. 46.

9. Cells wi·tha more or less entire margin,
often furnished with"warts or spines.

10.

10. Cells commonly
with a central
protuberance.

11.

11. Cell-wall either smooth, or
granulate. or verrucose.
Central protuberance present
Cosma.ztium,p. 56.

or absent.

11. Cell-wall with regularly
arranged spines, generally in
pairs.

Central protuberance

always present. Xanthidium, p. 85.
10. Cells without a central protuberance;
angles spinate.
8.

ArihrodeB111Us,
p. 88.

Cells from the vertical view coirmonlyradiating;
triangular, quadrangular, or up to eleven
radiate;

rarely fusiform~ Staumstr.-um, p. 90.

5. - After division the cells remain attached to form

colonies.

12.

12. Cells attached by special apical processes.

13.

13. Apical processes very short.
SphaePoaosma,p. 104.

23
13. Apical processes long and overlapping the

apex of the adjoining ~ell.
Onychonema, p. 1050

12. Apices of cells plane and flat.

14.

14. Cells deeply constricted.
Spond.yZosium, p. 105.

14. Cells very slightly constricted.
HyaZotheca,

p. 106.

4. Cells attached to fonn thread like colonies. The obliquely
fitting new and old portions of the cell-wall at the point
of division (the isth111.1s)
develop a girdle like thickening,
which projects back into each of the old semicells during
division.

15.

15. Cells short; fusifonn. triangular or quadrangular

(rarely circular) in vertical view. Desmidium. p. 107.
15. Cells elongate, cylindrical.

Gymnoayga,

p. 109.

Key to the Species
I • NETRIUMNag• , 1849

Cells without any mediumconstriction, straight, cylindrical,
subcylindrical or fusifonn.

Cel1-wall smooth, without pores and

unsegmented.
Keyto the Specfes of Netriiun
1. Cells generally tong, 130-385 microns.

N. Digitus.

1. Cells of mediumlength. 90-160 microns.

2. Apices truncately rounded, length usually over four times

2.
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longer than width.

N. Nage'Lii.

2. Apices rounded, length usually less than four times longer
than width •
Netztiwn J>tgttus

N. obZongum.

(Ehrenb.) Itzigs.-·& ·Rothe. ·Rabenh. Alg., No. 508,

1856. (Plate I, Fig. 1)
Cells generally large, three to four times longer than wide,
not constricted, gradually attenuated from the middle toward the
apices which are rounded truncate.

Length ·130-385microns;· diameter

40-80 microns; breadth near apices 18-40 microns.
Netzti.Wll·NageU,i

(Breb.} nob. Pritch.

Inf., p. 751, 1861. (Plate I,

Fig. 2)
Cells of mediumsize, 115-160 microns long, about 4.5 times
longer than wide, not constricted, oblong-lanceolate; apices broadly
but trancately rounded.
Nettti.umobZongum(De Bary) Lutkem. Conjug., p. 42, 73, t. 7, Gf. 1,
2,

1858. (Plate I, Fig. 3)

Cells of mediumsize, 3-4 times longer than their diameter,
not constricted, oblong-cylindrical, gradually narrowedtoward the
rounded 4pices. Length 95-135 microns; breadth 30-40 microns.
II.

PENIUM Breb.,

1844

Cells straight, cylindrical, subcylindrical, fusifonn, unconstricted or with sligh; mediumconstriction;
i•

truncate.

apices rounded to

Cell-wall $Q100th,with pores or rarely with striations.
Keyto the Species of

Peniwn

25

1. CeHs anconstricte<l, ·usually wtth no disti net demarcation between
the old and the yc,ungsemicells.

P.

sp •. (1).

1. CJHs •either conspicuously constricted in the,middle·or very

slightly constricted-;· always·with a ··distinct· demarcation between
the newer and the older· parts of· the cell-wall.

2.

2. Cells 1.5-4 times longer than broad.

3.

3.

3.

Cells 2-3 times longer than broad, cylindrical;

apices

rounded to slightly truncate.

P.

sp •. (2).

Cells less than twice as long as~broad, ellipsoidsubcylin~rical, with broad rounded apices.

P.

sp. (3).

2. Cells elongat,d, up to 30 times longer than broad.

4.

4. ·cells almc>stc1lindrical, very slightly attenuated, with

truncate apices.

P. minutum.

4. Cells attenuating with rounded apices.

P.

sp •. (4).

Peni.umsp. (1.) (Pl ate..I, .Fig. 4)

Cells large, about 10 times longer than wide, unconstricted,
withsubtruncate poles, attenuating toward each end, with about 10
striations across the mediumpart.
Penta,,,

Cell-wall maybe finely punctate.

sp. (~); (Plate I, .Fig. 5)
Cells small, 2-3 times longer than their diameter, slight

constrtctit>n, cylindri-cal with slight attenuation toward apices
which are rounded or slightly truncate.
Peti-tunrsp.

(~). (f>lat,e'.l, .Fig. 6) ·

Cells small, about 1.5-2 ~imes longer than broad. slight
constrtction.ellipsoid-subcylin~rical

with·roonded broad apices.
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Pentt.'liitnzit1znt'(-Ralfs)'Cleve. Brit. Desm., p.'158,,·t. 26, f. 5,
1848. (Plate l • Fig. 7)
Cells-of mediumsize, 8-12 times longer than,their diameter,
almC)steyli'ndrical;··-with·mediumconstr-iction, gradually attenuated
toward the apices, which are truncate.
Peniwn' Sp. (8) .. (.Plate:l, -Fig. 8)

·cells large, 5-6 times longer than broad, cylindrical,
attenuating toward apices, which are rounded. Cell-wall smooth,
with slight constriction.
II I.

CLOSffRIUJI

Nitzsch, 1817

Cells elongated, always more or less attenuated, generally
curved and often strongly arcuate or lunate, unconstricted;

poles

obtuse, truncate, rostrate or attenuated to fine needle-like points.
Cell-wall smoothor striated, often brownor yellow-brownin color.
Keyto the Species of C'Losteztium
1. CeHs·with ·a·medium
girdle or cylindri·cal piece of cell-wall

which arises subsequent to cell division and is interpolated
betweenthe newand old semicells.
2. Cells strongly curved, lunate.

2.
Cell-wall striated.

3. Cells small, less than 160 microns long.

3.

c.

Cynthia.

3.· Cells of mediumsize, 180-240microns long. c. Al'cheztianum.
2. Cells slightly curved, ventral margin sometimesalmost
straight.

4.

4. Cell-wall smooth.

5.

5. Breadth of cell usually 24-50 microns, annular
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"·tttick-eni-ng
of a dark browncolor at each apex.

c.
5.

didymotoaum.

Breadth of cell usually less than 24·microns, no
annular thickening.

C. maciZ.entum.

4. Cell-wall striated.
6.

6.

Cells with costae visible across cell-wall.

7.

7. Cell-wall with 4-5 costae visible across cell.
C. angustatum.

7. Cell-wall with 6-8 costae visible across cell.

C. costatum.
7. Cell-wall with 8-10 costae visible across cell;

cell very muchelongated up to 850-950 microns.

c. sp.

(1).

6. Cells with striae visible across cell-wall.

8.

8. Cell-wall with 14-21 striae visible across cell.

c.

stzoiol.atwn.

8. Cell-wall with 8-10 striae visible across cell.

c. intePmediwn.
8. Cell-wall with 5-7 striae visible across cell.
C.

juncidum.

1. Cells without a mediangirdle, the adult condition being attained
on the growth to matruity of the younger semicells.

9.

9. Cells strongly curved, lunate.

10.

10. Cells 150 microns or more in length.

11.

11. Cells with arc of less than 140°.

12.

c.

12. Cells with arc of 112°-130°.
12. Cells with arc of 78°-88°.

c.

Diane.

Pseudodiane.
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11. Cells with arc of more than 140°.

0

c. sp. (2).

13. Cells 150-170microns long.

13. Cells over 200 microns long, no spine like

c.

projection on apices.

,p. (3).

10. Cells less 150 microns in length.

14.

c. pal"f)aZwn.
c. caZospol'W'R.

14. Cells 96-121 microns in length.
14. Cells 77-108 microns in length.

9. Cells slightly curved; ventral margin almost straight or

slightly concave.

15.

15. Cells lanceolate, gradually attenuated to the poles which
are usually subacute.

16.

16. Cells 5-10 times longer than diameter.
C. ZanceoZatwn.

16. Cells 12-14 times longer than diameter.

c. sp.

(4).

15. Cells lanceolate, slightly attenuated to the poles which
are obtuse or truncate.
9.

c. pusiZZum.

Cells slightly curved; poles very nuch attenuated, acute,
subacute, or rounded.

17.

17. Medianportion of cells not (or rarely) ventricose;
poles incurved.

18.

18. Cells with 10-20 striae visible across cell-wall.
C. Zineatwn.

18. Cells with 35-40 striae visible across cell-wall.

c. sp. (5).
17. Medianportion of cells ventricose.
19. Cells gradually attenuated to the poles.
20. Cells with 23-34 striae visible across cell.

19.
20.

29

c. Ra"Lfsii var. 'hybztidwn.
20. Cel.ls with 45-60 striae visible across cell.

c. "LateM"Le.
19. Cells suddenly attenuated into elongate poles.
C. Kutaingii.
C"Lostezoium
Cynthia De Not. Desm.Ital.,

p. 65, t. 7, f. 71, 1867.

(Plate I, Fig. 9)
Cells small, about 6-10 times longer than their diameter,
strongly curved, outer margin 120°-140° (rarely 170°) of arc, inner
margin not tumid, gradually narrowed to the apices, which are obtusely
rounded. Cell-wall finely striate,
the cell.

about 14 striae visible across

Distance between apices 73-160 microns; breadth 11-18

microns.
CZosteztiumAzt,ihezoianum
Cleve. in Lund. Desm., Suec. p. 77, t, 5,

f. 13, 1871. (Plate I, Fig. 10)
Cells of mediumsize, about eleven times longer than the diameter,
strongly curved, outer margin about 123°-145° of arc, inner margin
not tumid, gradually and regularly attenuated to the apices, which
are narrow and obtusely rounded. Cell-wal1 striate,

striae rather

variable, from eight to eleven visible across the cell.

Distance

between apices 196-230 microns; breadth 18-30 microns.
C"Lostezoium
didymotoaum Corda in Alm. de Carlsbad, pp. 185, 190, 192,

209, t. 5, f. 64-65, 1835. (Plate I, Fig. 11)

Cells large, 9-12 times longer than their diameter, slightly
curved, outer margin from 21°-32° of arc, inner margin very slightly

concave or almost straight, medianportion of cell with subparallel
sides, gradually and slightly attenuated toward the apices, which are
broad and truncate with rounded angles (and sometimesvery slightly
recurved). Cell-wall reddish-brownor yellow-brownin color, smooth
or very rarely with traces of a fine striation,

with an annular thick-

ening of a dark browncolor at each apexo Distance betweenapices
295-672 microns; breadth 24-48 microns; breadth of apices 13-20

microns.
CZ.ostel'ium macil.entum Breb.

Liste Desm., p. 153, t. 2, f. 36., 1856.

(Plate I, Fig. 12)

Cells of mediumsize, very elQngate and narrow, 24-40 times
longer than their diameter, slightly curved toward the extremities,
medianportion straight with parallel sides, inner margin not tumid,
gradually attenuated toward the apices, which are obtusely rounded.
Cell-wall smooth. Length 264-722 microns; breadth 11-20 microns.
CZ.Ostel'ium angustatum

Kutzo Phyc. germ., p. 132, 18450 (Plate I,

Fig. 13)
Cells of mediumsize, 14-18 (sometimesonly about ten) times
longer than their diameter, moderately curved, outer margin from
45°-51° of arc, inner margin not tumid, gradually but slightly

attenuated from the middle to each extremity; apices truncately
roundedor sometimesrounded, often slightly swollen and subcapitate.
Cell-wall with four costae visible across the cell.

Distance between

apfces 290-403 microns; breadth 16-28 microns; breadth of apices
12-15 microns.
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CZostenum costatum Corda in Alm. de Carlsbad, p. 185, etc., t. 5,

f. 61-63, 1834. (Plate I, Fig. 14)
Cells of mediumsize, 6-10 (commonlyseven or eight) times
longer than their diameter, moderately curved, outer margin from 90°980 of arc, gradually attenuated toward the apices, which are rounded,

truncately rounded, or rounded-conical. Cell-wall with 6-8 costae
visible across the cell.

Distance betweenapices 340-405 microns;

breadth 48-66 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake has a
narrower breadth.
ciostenum sp. (1)

(Plate I, Figs. 15, 16)

Cells elongate and slender, 25-35 times longer than their
diameter, cylindrical in the median portion and with the margins
parallel, gradually attenuated toward the apices, which are truncately
rounded. Cell-wall with 8-10 costae.
CZostenum st'l'ioZatum Ehrenb. Entwick. Lebends. d. Infus., p. 68,

1832. (Plate I, Fig. 17)

Cells of mediumsize, 8-12 times longer than their diameter,
moderately curved, outer margin from 39°-69° of arc, inner margin
concave, never tumid, but sometimesstraight in the middle, gradually
attenuated to the apices, which are broad and truncate with rounded
angles. Cell-wall with 14-21 striae visible across the cell.
Distance betweenapices 235-478 microns; breadth 22-53 microns;
breadth of apices 10-14 microns.
CZostenum intezrrnediumRalfs, Brit. Desm., p. 171, t. 29, f. 3 and

f. 2H, 1848. (Plate I, Fig. 18)
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Cells of mediumsize, 12-15 times longer than their diameter,
moderately curved, outer margin from 36°-45° of arc, inner margin
slightly concave, not tumid but sometimesstraight in the median
portion, gradually attenuated toward the apices, which are truncate
with rounded angles.
across the cell.

Cell-wall striated,

with 8-10 visible striae

Length 234-465microns; breadth 16-31 microns;

breadth of apices 10-12 microns.
Clostel'ium junaidum Ralfs, Brit. 0esm., p. 172, t. 29, f. 6, 1848.

(Plate I, Fig. 19)
Cells elongate and slender, 24-40 times longer than their
diameter, straight in the median portion and with the margins parallel,
toward the apices slightly incurved and attenuated;

apices obtusely

rounded. Cell-wall with 5-7 visible striae across the cell.

Length

110-330microns; breadth 4-8 microns.
Clostel'ium juneidium Ralfs var. elanqatum, Roy&Biss.

Scott. Desm.,

p. 245, 1894. (Plate I, Fig. 20)
Cells longer than type, elongate and slender, up to forty times
longer than their diameter, straight in the median portion and with
the margins parallel, toward the apices s.lightly incurved and attenuated;
apices obtusely rounded. Cell-wall with 5-7 visible striae across the
cell.

Length 355-400 microns; breadth 11.2 microns.

Clostel"ium Diane Ehrenb. Infus., p. 92, t. 5, f. xvii, 1-6, 1838.

(Plate I, Fig. 21)
Cells of mediumsize, usually 10-12 times longer than their
diameter, strongly curved, outer margin about 112°-130° of arc, inner
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margin scarcely or very slightly tumid, gradually and gracefully
~ttenuated toward the apices, which are obtusely roUhded; dorsal
margin at each apex obliquely truncate and thickened. Cell-wall
smooth. Distance between apices 270~380microns; brea4th 16-36
microns; breadth of apices about six microns.
ciostezoium Pseudodiana.e Roy Desm.~lford District,

p. 201, 1890.

{Plate I, Fig. 22)
Cells of mediumsize, 14-20 (c911111Qnly
16-18) times longer than
their diameter, moderately curved, out~r margin 78°-88° of arc, inner
margin almost straight in the medianpart of the cell, gradually
attenuated toward the apices, which are narrow and obtuse, with a
slight thickening on the dorsal margin. Cell-wall smooth. Distance
betweenapices 192-253 microns; breadth 1i-14 microns; breadth of

apices 2.5-3 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily La~e has a
shorter distance betweenapices.
ciosterium

sp. (2) (Plate I, Fig. 23)

Cells of moderate size, 8-10 times longer than their diameter,
strongly curved,,more so towards the extremities than in the median
portion, outer margin 165°-175° of arc, inner margin not tumid,
gradually attenuated to the apices, which are obtusely rounded.
Cell-wall smooth.
ciosteztium sp. (3)

{Plate I, Fig. 24)

Cells of mediumsize, about eight times longer than their diameter,
strongly curved, outer margin about 170° of arc, inner margin not
tumid, strongly attenuated toward the apices, which are acute.
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Cell-wall smootho
CZostezoiwnpaPVUZwnNago Gatto einzo Alga, Po 106, to 6C,

fo

2,

18490 (Plate I, Figo 25)
Cells small, 9-15 times longer than their,diameter, strongly
curved, Ollter margin 120°-140° of arc, inner margin not tumid,
gradually attenuated to the apices which are acutely roundedo Cellwall smootho Distance between apices 96-121 microns; breadth 111405microns; breadth of apices about lo5 micronso
CZostel"iwn caZospoPU111
Wittro SkandinavoDesmo,Po 23, to i, fo 11,

1869" (Plate I, Fig" 26)
Cells small, 8-10 times longer than their diameter, strongly
curved, outer margin 125°-135°of arc, inner margin not tumid,
gradually attenuated to the apices, which are subacute or acutely
rounded. Cell-wall smooth. Distance between apices 77-108 microns;
breadth 9-12 micronso
CZostel"ium ZanceoZatwn Kutzo Phycol. genn", Po 130, 18450 (Plate II,

Figo 1)
Cells large, 5-10 times longer than their diameter, sublanceolate, almost straight, outer margin slightly curved, about 30°-36°
of arc, inner margin straight or slightly convex, gradually narrowed
toward the apices, which are acutely roundedo Cell-wall smootho
Length 234-370microns; breadth 32-72 micronso The figured specimen
from Lily Lake is longer between the apiceso
CZostel'iwn spo (4)

(Plate II, Figo 2)

Cells large, 12-14 times longer than their diameter, slightly
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curved, outer margin 45°-55° of arc, inner margin very slightly
concave, margins gradually attenuated toward the apices, which are
narrow, truncate with rounded angles. Cell-wall smooth.
ciosterium pusiiium Hantzsch. in Rabenh.Alg. Europ., no. 1008,

1861. (Plate II, Fig. 3)

Cells very small, subcylindrical, 4-7.5 times longer than
their diameter, slightly curved, ()liter margin 40°-so0 of arc, inner
margin slightly concave, very gradually and gently attenuated to
the apices, which are obtusely or truncately rounded. Cell-wall
smooth. Length 30-50 microns; breadth 4-9 microns.
ciosterium

Zineatum Ehrenb. 1834. (Plate II, Figs. 4, 5)

Cells large, long and narrow., 16-24 times longer than their
diameter, moderately curved, median portiqn of the cell fairly
straight and cylindrical, inner margin faintly and widely tumid,
moderately curved and gradually attenuated toward the apices, which
are broad and truncately rounded. Cell-wall striated,

striae rather

variable, from ten to twenty visible across the cell.

Length 415-

760 microns; breadth 17-35 microns; breadth of apices 7-10 microns.

The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake has a wider breadth.
ciosterium

sp. (5) (Plate II, Figs. 6, 7)

Cells large, long and narrow, about 18-20 times l9nger than
I

'

broad, moderately curved, median portion o,f cell fairly straight and
cylindrical, slightly attenuating toward apices, which are broad
and rounded. Cell~wa11striated,
the

tel 1.

~1th 35~46striae visible across
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ctoste:rium Ratfsii

Breb. var. hyb:ridumRabenh. Krypt. Fl. Sachs.,

p. 174, 1863. (Plate II, Figs. 8, 9)
Cells longer than in the type, 12-18 times longer than their
diameter, somewhatvariable in size, vental inflation less prominent
than type, with subtruncate apices, 23-34 striae visible across cell,
attenuated towards extremities, outer margin about 35° of arc.
Length 306-700 microns; breadth 24-44 microns; breadth of apices
6-11.5 microns.
ctoste:rium tatezeate Nordst. in Wittr. &Nordst. Alg. Exsic., no. 383,

1880. (Plate II, Fig. 10)

Cells large, stout, 8-11 times longer than their diameter,
slightly curved, outer margin 43°-65° of arc, inner margin broadly
subtumid, gradually attenuated to the apices, which are truncate
or subtruncate. Cell-wall finely striated, 45-60 striae visible
across the eel 1. Length 284-535 microns; breadth 41-60 microns;
breadth of apices 7-8 microns.
Ctoste:rium Kutaingii Brebo Liste Desm., p. 156, t. 2, f. 40, 18560

(Plate II, Fig. 11)

Cells of mediumsize, 20-28 times longer than their greatest
diameter, almost straight, medianpart of cell fusiform-lanceolate,
outer and inner margins almost equally convex, attenuated toward
each extremity into long, col~rless, setaceous processes; apices
slightly incurved, rounded, and often slightly swollen. Cell-wall
striated,

10-18 striae visible across the cell.

Length 370-600

microns; breadth 16-23 microns; breadth of apices 3-4 micronso
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IV•

PLEURO~AENIUM
Nag. ,

1849

Cells straight, elongated and cylindrical, slightly constricted
in the middle, with a prominent and usually projecting suture;
semicells commonly
with an inflated base, which is never plicate,
lateral margins straight, undulate, or nodulose; apices truncate ·
or truncately rounded, frequently plicated round the periphery or
furnished with a ring of tubercles.

Cell-wall rarely smooth, conmonly

punctate or minutely scrobiculate, sometimesgranulose or papillate.
Keyto the Species of PZBUPOtaenium
1.

Cells· cylindrical or slightly attenuated.

2.

2. Apices furnished with a ring of tubercles or conical teeth.
P. Ehztenbez,gii.

2. Apices without tubercles.

3.

3. Cells less than 600 microns long; no undulation of

lateral margin imediately above basal inflation of
semicell.

P. TrabecuZa var. z,ectum.

Cells over 600 microns long; semicells usually with

3.

slight undulation above basal inflation.
1. Cells furnished with rings of nodules.

P. ma:x:imum.

P. Nodosum.

PZeurotaenium Ehz,enbez,gii (Breb.) De Bary Conj., p. 75, 1858. (Plate
II,

Fig. 12)

Cells of mediumsize, rather narrow and subcylindrical, 15-20
times longer than their diameter; semicells somewhatvariable in
fonn, very slightly attenuated from base to apex, with a distinct
though small basal inflation and two undulations inmediately above
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it;

apices truncate, bordered by a ring of conical or rounded

tubercles, 7-10 in number{4-5 visible a~ross the apex). Cell-wall
punctateo Length 240-480 microns; breadth at base of semicell 1835 microns, at middle of semicell 16-26 microns, at apices 14.5-22

microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is about 100 microns
longer.
Pleurotaenium Ehrenbezegii {Breb.) De Bary var. undulatum Schaarschm.

Magyar.Desmo p. 278, to 1, f. 21, 1883. (Plate II, Fig. 13)
Cells larger than in the type, 15..20 times longer than their
diameter; semicells with basal inflatio~ prominent and lateral
margins gently undulate from base to apex; apices truncate, ring of
conical or rounded tubercles lacking. Cell-wall punctate. Length
600-700 microns; breadth in middle of semicells 28-30 microns, at
apices 26-27 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is much

larger than this description;

however, the general description fits

this specimen.
Pleurotaenium Tm.beau.la (Ehrenb.) Nag. var. rectum Delp. Desm.

Subalp., p. 129, to 20, f. 8-11, 1877. {Plate II, Fig. 14)
Cells rather smaller than in the type, straight, 12-18 times
longer than their diameter; semicells with one basal inflation,
almost cylindrical, very gradually attenuated toward the apices,
lateral margins above the slight basal inflation straight.

Cell-wall

often smooth. Length 212-408 microns; breadth at base of semicell
22-23 microns; breadth at apices 14-20 micronso
Pleul'Otaeniumma:x:imum
{Reinsch) Lund. Desm.Suec., p,. 89, 1871.
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(Plate II, Fig. 15)
Cells large, subcylindrical and elongated, 12-18 times longer
than their diameter; semicells with a prominent basal inflation and
often with a smaller undulation inmediately above it, very slightly
tumid and then gradually tapering to the apices, which are truncate
with rounded angles. Cell-wall punctate.

Length 568-852microns;

breadth at base of semicells 38-54 microns; breadth in middle of
semicells 31-42 microns; breadth of apices 22-30 microns. The figured
specimenfrom Lily Lake is slightly larger.
PZeu~otaenium nodosum (Bail.} Lund. Desm.Suec., p. 90, 1871.

(Plate II, Fig. 16)
Cells large or moderately large, 6-8 times longer than their
diameter; semicells with nodulose margins, caused by four rings of
prominent nodules, one basal ring, and three other equidistant rings.
6-8 nodules in each ring, gradually tapering from base to apex;
apices dilated, convexo-truncate, furnished with a peripheral ring
of 6-8 conical teeth.

Cell-wall smoothor punctate. Length 280-

520 microns; maximum
breadth 40-80 microns; breadth of apices
24-50 microns.
Bailey, 1851
V. TRIPLOCERAS
Cells elongated, cylindrical, with whorls of tooth like
projections, median constriction, slightly attenuated toward poles;
apices truncate, usually with two or four furcate protuberances,
(protuberance mayhave 1-3 spines).
Key to the Species of TripZoceras
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1.

Cell whorls with singl~ spin~ on ~ach projection.

1. Cell whorls with two spines on each projection.

T. gr-aciZe.
T. ver-ticiZZatwn.

TztipZooer-asgPaoiZe BaileyMicr. observ., p. 38, t. 1, f. 10, 1851.

(Plate II, Fig. 17)
C~lls large, 7-12 times longer than their diameter, median
constriction;

semicell attenuation towards apices, with 8-24 whorls

of tooth-like projections, with 10-20 teeth in each whorl; apices
truncate with furcate spine-like protuberances. Length 338-422microns;
breadth 30-42 microns. Description from Irenee-Marie.
TztipZooeNS vemoiZZatum Bailey Mier. observ., p. 37, t. 1, fig. 9,

1851. (Plate II, Fig. 18)
Cells large 8-12 times longer than_their diameter, median
constriction;

semicell circular, slightly attenuated towards apices,

with 12-30 whorls of teeth-like projections, each whorl with 10-24
bifid tooth-like projections;

apices widely truncate, angles with

small spine (usually furcate), with scattered teeth betweenmargin
and terminal whorl of projections.

Length 401-472microns; breadth

42-46 microns. Description from Irenee-Marie.
VI.

EUASTRUMEhrenbO,

1832

Cells of variable size, longer than broad, deeply constricted
in the middle, sinus generally linear;

semicells co11111only
truncate-

pyramidate, apex with a median incision of variable depth, sometimes
scarcely evident or absent, lateral margins entire, sinuate, or
variously lobed, at or near the center o~ the semicells with one or
more somewhathemispherical protuberances variously disposed.
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Keyto the Species of

Euastrum

1. Polar lobe with a distinct median notch, often deep and linear.
2.

2.

Cells generally large {length 50-205 microns}, polar lobe
short, external angles of polar lobe rounded. Cell-wall
usually punctate or scrobiculate.
3.

3.

Lateral margins lobed or sinuate.
4.

4.

Cells over 160 microns long, narrow incisions between

lobes.
4.

E. crassum.

Cells less than 160 microns long, wide incisions
between lobes or sinuate.

5.

5. Cells over 100 microns long, semicells with

protuberances, lobed or sinuate margin.
6.

Five lobes, incisions widely open, polar
lobe nearly anvil-shaped.

6.
5.

6.

E. humerosum.

Sinuate margin (almost fiv, lqbes).

E. DideZta.

Cells less than 100 microns, lateral margins
sinuate, scrobiculations disposed more or less in
a regular pattern' across'.semicells.

3.

E.

Lateral margins entire, cells small.

7.

7. Cell with protuberances.

E.

7. Cell-wall smooth.
2.

aboense.

E.

ansatum.
obesum.

Cells generally small (length 10-79 microns}; external angles
of polar lobe usually furnished with a spine. Cell-wall
smooth, granulate, or spinous~
8.

8.

Lateral margins lobed or sinuate.
9.

Length 50-75 microns.

9.

Length 20-40 microns.

9.
E.

bidentatum.
E. sp.
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lOo

So Lateral margins usually without lobeso

lOo Semicells ovate-pyramidate, apex convex, with a deep
andmedian narrow incisiono

Eo eZegans.

10. Semicells subpyramidate, apex truncate, generally
with a slight median notch.

11.

11. Central protuberance usually trigranulate.
E. binaZe forma Gutf»inskii.

11.

Central protuberance usually more than three
granules, numerousgranules or denticulations
within basal angles and the apex. E. denticuZatum.

1. Polar lobe entire, generally somewhatretuse in the middle;
semicells distinctly three-lobed.

E. insuZazte.

EuastZW'llcmsswn (Breb.) Kutz. Phycol. germ., p. 135, 1845. (Plate
III,

Fig. 1)

Cells large, about twice as long as broad, elliptical
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear;

oblong,

semicells in front view

unequally three-lobed, with narrow incisions between lobes closed
or slightly open; polar lobes convex and broadly cuneate, with a
deep and narrow median incision.

Cell-wall punctate, angles of lobes

strongly thickened. Length 163-205microns; breadth 79-106 microns;
breadth of isth1111s24-30 microns.
Euastl'Wlthume:roswnRa1f s , Brit. Desm., p. 82·, t. 13, f. 2 , 1848.

(Plate III,

Fig. 2)

Cells of moderate size, less t~an twice as long as broad,
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear and dilated at the apex;
semice11sfive-ldbed, incisions between the lobes widely open, upper
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incisions deeper and less widely open than lower incisions;

polar

lobe dilated, almost anvil-shaped with roundedangles, apex convex,
straight, or even slightly retuse, with a deep narrow incision;
upper lateral lobes mamillate, directed upwardsand outwards; lower
lateral lobes subquadrate with retuse margins and roundedangles;
semicells with three prominentprotuberances across the base and two
smaller ones across the middle. Cell-wall punctate. Length 110-123
microns; breadth 65-75 microns; breadth of isthlllls 15.5-22 microns.
Euastmm Dideita (Turp.) ltalfs in Ann. Mag.Nat. Hist. xiv, p. 190,

t. 7, f. 2a and b only, 1844. (Plate 3, Fig. 3)
Cells moderatelylarge, morethan twice as long as broad,
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with dilated extremity;
semicells pyramidatewith truncate apex and sinuate margins, sometimes
almost five-lobed; basal angles broadly rounded, rounded-rectangular;
lateral marginswith two hollows, often unequal; apical part of cell
standing out as a polar lobe, subtruneate at the apex with rounded
angles, and a deep linear incision in' the middle; semicells with three
protuberances across base and two across middle. Cell-wall punctate.
Length 130-195microns; breadth 70-91 microns; breadth of isthmus
16-27 microns.

Euastnmzabosnss Elfv. Anteck. Finska Desm.,p. 7, t. 1, f. 2,
1881. (Plate III, Fig. 4)

Cells small, about 1.5 times longer ~han their diameter,
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a slightly dilated

extremity; semicells pyramidate-rounded,lateral margins sinuate,
with two shallow hollows and a broad roundedprojection in between;
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apex subtruncate with rounded angles and a narrow median incision;
7-13 conspicuous scrobiculations disposed more or less in a regular
pattern across broad part of the semicell.

Length 58-65 microns;

breadth 37-42 microns; breadth of isthmus 11.5-13 microns.
EuastPWIIansatwn Ralfs, Brit. Oesm., p. 85, t. 14, f. 2, 1848.

(Plate III, Fig. 5)
Cells somewhatsmall, about twice as long as broad, deeply
constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a dilated extremity; semicells
pyramidate with a broad base; basal angles rounded, upper part of
margins concave; apex rotundo-truncate, with a narrow and fairly
deep median incision;

semicells with a slight protuberance above

isthmus and two or three rather large ones across the center of the
semicell with the center one being harder to visualize.

Length 70-

91 microns; breadth 32-47 microns; breadth of isthmus 12-15 microns.
The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is shorter in length.
Euastrum obesum Josh.

BurmeseDesm., p. 638, t. 23, f. 19, 20,

1868. (Plate 3, Fig. 6)
Cells of mediumsize, about twice as long as broad, deeply
constricted, sinus narrowly linear;

semicells pyramidate, basal

angles.broadly-rounded, lower part of lateral margins convex, upper
part slightly concave; apex widely subtruncate with rounded angles
having a narrow median incision.

Cell-wall smooth. Length 50-111

microns; breadth 30-59 microns; breadth of apex 17-28 microns;
breadth of isthmus 9-21 microns.
Euastrum bidentatwn Nag. Gatt. einzell. Alg., p. 122, t. 70, F. la-f,
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1849. {Plate III, Fig. 7)
Cells small, about 1.5 times longer than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus narrowly linear with a dilated extremity; semicells subpyramidate,
with bilobulate sides;

lower lobe subrectangular, sometimesemarginate,

and furnished with two or three sharp granules; upper lobe rounded,
sometimeswith one or two sharp granules; apex convex, with a deep
median notch, which maybe open or closed, with a short blunt spine
at each apical angle; semicells with a granulated protuberance in the
center above the isthmus, with a large granule below and on each side
of the apical incision, and with a few variously-disposed granules
within the lateral lobes, and the apex. Length 51-61 microns; breadth
32-39 microns; breadth of apex 25-29 microns; breadth of .isthmus
6.3-11 microns.
EuastPUmsp.

{Plate III, Fig. 8)

Cells very small, 1.5 times longer than broad, very deeply
constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a slightly dilated extremity;
semicells truncato-pyramidate, three-lobed;

polar lobe widely

rectangular-oblong, apex truncate with a narrow medianincision,
apical angles furnished with a short spine; lateral angles with
3-4 marginal acute granules; semicells with two granules within
apex, one on each side of the notch; smoothcentral protuberance.
EuastPUmeZegans {Breb.) Kutz. Phycol. germ., p. 135, 1845. {Plate

III, Fig. 9)
Cells small, about 1.5 times longer than broad, medianconstriction deep, sinus narrowly linear;

semicells ovate-pyramidate, basal

angles subrectangular, retuse-emarginate, above with the sides concave;
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superior angles ap;culate; apex convex,with a deep and narrow
medianinc1s;on; semicells with a triverrucose protuberancein the
center abovethe isth111.1s.Cell..wall generally smooth. Length2936.5 m;crons; breadth 19-22 microns; breadth of isthmus 5.8-7

m;crons.
Euaatzium e1,egans

(Breb.) Kutz. var.

NQvas Sem"l,i.ae

Alg. Nov.Semlj., p. 32, t. 12,

f.

Wille

Ferskv.

8, 1879. (Plate III,

Fig. 10)
Cells small, nearly twice as long as broad, deeply constricted,
sinus narrowlylinear; semicells ovate-pyramidate,basal angles
obliquely-truncate or acutely.rounded, and with an undulation
betweenthe basal angle and the upper apiculation; apex strongly

convex(or broadly rounded)with a deep and narrowmedian.incision;
central protuberanceaboveisthms triverrucose or granulate; semicel ls sometimeswith a few granules within the marginalundulations.
Cell-wal1 generally smooth. Length36.5-53 microns; breadth 22.534 microns; breadth of hthnus 3.8..9 microns.
,ua,-m.unbi,naZ. (Turp.) Ehrenb.formaGut;,,,nnski.i.
Schmidle Alg.

Geb.Oberrheins, p, 552, 1894. (Plate III, Fig. 11)

Cells very small, about 1/3 times longer than broad, deeply
constricted, sinus narrowlylinear. semicells subpyramidate,basal
angles triundulate or slightly tricrenate, upper part of lateral
marginsconcave. apex broad and truncate. retuso-emarginatein
the middle. upper angles forminga minuteapiculus. Cell-wall
smooth. L1ngth22-29microns; breadth 14-20microns; breadth of
isth111As
4.8-5.S microns.
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Euastl'Wlf dsnti(ll,lZatum

(Kirchq.) GtY Not, Conj. du midi de France,

p. 335, 1884. (Plate III, Fig. 12)
Cells very small but variable in size, about 1 1/4 times as
long as broad, very deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a
dilated extremity; semicells subquadrate or subpyramidate,almost
trapezoid, basal angles roundedor subrectangular, furnished with a
numberof granules or denticulations, upper part of lateral margins
concave, apical part of semicell protracted, broadly rectangular,
upper angles furnished with an acute granule or short spine; apex
.

.

truncate with a s 1i ght mediannotchi semice11s with a granulated
central protuberance, and a numberof granules or denticulations
within the basal angles and the apex. Length 13-26 microns; breadth
11,5-21 microns: breadth of isthnus 3.5.;6,5 microns.
Euas1Jl'Wrlins1iLa1'6 (Wi~tr.)

Royi.n Scott. Natu.ralist, April 1877.

(Plate III, Fig. 13)

Cells minute, 1 1/2 times longer than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus narrowly linear, with a dilated extremity; semicells threelobed, interlobular incisions subrectangular; polar lobe widely
rectangular, angles rounded, apex truncate and retuse-emarginate in
the middle; lateral lobes short, basal angles subrectangular, sides
slightly retuse.

Vertical view elliptic,

with a very slight pro-

tuberance at the middle on each side. Cell-wall smooth. Length 17.5-30
microns; breadth 11.5~22microns; breadth of isthmus 3.3-6 microns.
VII.

MICRASTERIASAg. , 1827

Cells of variable size, often large, usually a little

longer
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than broad, sometimessubcircular in general outline, usually nuch
'

compressed,very deeply constricted in the middle, sinus usually
linear (open outwards in several species);

semicells subsemicircular,

usually five-lobes (in somespecies three-lobed);

polar lobe generally

widely cuneate, emarginate, or widely notched; lateral lobes usually
bilobulate, lobules generally slightly bilobed; medianpart of base
of semicells generally without protuberances.
Keyto the Species of Micrasterias
1. Polar lobe entire;

lateral lobes of semicells two, transversely

placed, generally entire, and attenuated to their extremities.
2. Cells less than 100 microns long.

M. pinnatifida.

2. Cells over 700 microns long.
3. Polar lobe with acuminate poles.
3. Polar lobe with bifid poles.

2.
3.

M. oscitans.
M. depaupemta var. WoZZei.

1. Polar lobe with a medianincision:of variable depth (rarely almost
absent);

lateral lobes of semicells four, radiately disposed,

and widening outwards.

4.

4. Lateral lobes generally muchdivided; interlobular incisions
narrow.

5.

5. Interlobular incisions not deep.

6.

6. Polar lobe widely cuneate, apex convexand usually
.flattened or slightly retuse.

M. tz,uncata.

6. Polar lobe subcuneate, dilated from a somewhatnarrow
base, with two minute papillae on the apical margin
near angles.
5. Interlobular incisions de~per,

M.

confer-ta.

7.
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7. Cells circular in outline.

M. Sot.

7. Cells subcircular, subelliptic,

or broadly elliptic.

8.

8. Cells with acute granules or denticulations on
each side of sinus and interlobular incisions.

9.

9. Polar lobe cuneate with concave sides.
M. papiZ.Zifera.

9. Polar lobe distinctly exserted, lower portion
with subparallel sides, upper portion widely
dilated.

M. apiou.Zata var. brachyptera.

8. Cells without acute granules or denticulations.
10. Cells subcircular;

10.

lobules subdivided into

four equal emarginate (or bidentate) parts by
three incisions.

M. Potata.

10. Cells broadly elliptic;

lobules divided into

four (sometimesonly two) subequal, retuse or
anarginate parts.
4. Lateral lobes with fewer divisions;

M. dentiou.Zata.

interlobular incisions

widely open.

11.

11. Lobes producing long processes.

12.

12. Processes with a furcate apex.
12. Processes attenuating towards apex.

M.

radiata.

M. mu.Pieata.

11. Angles of lobes producing short processes with emarginatebidentate apices.

M. sp.

1. Polar lobe with accessory processes; lateral lobes of semicell
two, synmetrical or asynmetrical.
MieztaBtePias pinnatifida

M.

Amezoicana.

(Kutz) Ralfs, Brit. Desm., p. 77, t. 10, f. 3,
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1848. {Plate III, Fig. 15)

Cells small, a little

broader than long, deeply constricted,

sinus open, triangular-acuminate with a narrowedapex; semicells
three lobed, the interlobular incisions deep and broadly rounded;
lateral lobes horizontally disposed, semifusiform, with attenuated
and minutely bifid apices; polar lobe widely spreading, extremities
narrower than those of the lateral lobes and minutely bifid, apex
convex, straight, or sometimesvery slightly retuse.

Cell-wall

very minutely punctate. Length 53-76 microns; breadth 57-80 microns;
breadth of polar lobe 39.57 microns; breadth of isthmus 12-18 microns.
MicPasterias oscitans

Ralfs in Jenner's Flora Turnbridge Wells, p. 198,

1845. {Plate III, Fig. 14)

'

Cells of mediumsize, about as long as broad, deeply constricted,
inner half of sinus usually narrowly linear, outer half open and
acutely conical;

sem1cells three lobed; polar lobe wide, fusiform

or subfusifonn with acuminate (rarely bifid) poles and convex apex;
insicions below the polar lobe deep and somewhatwidely open; lateral
lobes horizontal, ovate-triangular, with minutely bifid extremities.
Cell-wall finely punctate. Length 125-146 microns; breadth 123-135
microns; breadth of polar lobe 91-95 microns; breadth below polar
lobe 52-56 microns; breadth of isthmus 24-26 microns. The figured
specimenfrom Lily Lake has a wider breadth and wider polar lobes.
Micrastezti.as depaupeztata Nordst. var. WoZZei, Cushman. {Plate III,

Fig. 16)
Cells of mediumsize, slightly longer than broad, deeply
constricted, inner half of sinus usually narrowly linear, outer half
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open and acutely conical;

semicells three lobed; polar lobe wide,

with bifid poles and a slightly convex apex; incisions below the
polar lobe mediumdeep and widely open; lateral lobes larger and
somewhatinflated with bifid angles near sinus and a separate spinelike projection above those at the angles. Cell-wall punctate.
Identification from Irenee-Marie.
Mi.cmstezti.as tmncata (Corda) Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 75,

t. 8, f. 4, t. 10, f. 5, 1848. (Plate III, Fig. 17)
Cells small, generally a little

longer than broad, elliptical

with widely truncate poles, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear,
often slightly open towardsthe outside;

semicells scarcely five

lobed, incisions below the polar lobe moderately deep and generally
somewhatopen, incisions betweenthe two lateral lobes slightly open
and not so deep; lateral lobes somewhatvariable, typically bilobulate
with each lobule emarginate; polar lobe very widely cuneate, apex
convex and usually flattened or slightly retuse in the middle, lateral
angles acuminate or emarginate. Cell-wall punctate. Length 87-138
microns; breadth 78-129 microns; breadth of polar lobe 65-97 microns;
breadth of isthnus 18-27 microns.
Micl'aBteri.as confePtq . Lund. Desm.Suec., p. . 14, t. 1, f. 5, 1871.
.

(Plate III, Fig. 18)
small, broadly elliptic,
Cells somew~at
sinus narrowly linear;

deeply constricted,

semicells five lobed, with all the lobes and

lobules closely approximated, the interlobular incisions being
narrowly linear and not very deep; pcilar lobe subcuneate, dilated
from a somewhatnarrow base, lateral margins concave, apex convex
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but slightly retuse in the middle, with two minute papillae on the
apical margin near each of the slightly obtuse angles,, often with a
pair of small teeth on each side of the median hollow; lateral
lobes about equal in breadth, each divided by a shallow incision
into two lobules, lobules again divided, the four ultimate divisions
being equal in size and retuse-emarginate. Cell-wall with punctuations.
Length 84-89 microns; breadth 74-82 microns; breadth of polar
lobe 40-44 microns; breadth of isthRlls 16-19 microns.
MicztaBteztiasSot (Ehrenb.) Kutz. Spec. Alg., p. 171, 1849. (Plate
IV, Pig. 1)

Cells approximately circular in outline, very deeply constricted,
sinus slightly open with each margin faintly two or three undulate;
semicells deeply five lobed, with the incisions betweenboth the lobes
and lobules deep and slightly open, sometimesopen inwards but closed
outwards; polar lobe with subparallel sides, slightly expandedat the
apex, apical margin retuse-emarginate, each angle emarginate-dentate,
with a small tooth attached within the apical margin near the angle
on each side;

lateral lobes unequal, superior lateral lobes slightly

larger than inferior lateral lobes and generally (but not always)
more subdivided; inferior lateral lobes divided into four equal lobules
by three incisions, the median one being muchdeeper than the other
two, each lobule furcate-dentate at the extremity (or sometimesfurther

divided into two furcate-dentate portions of equal size);

superior

lateral lobes divided into eight equal lobules by seven incisions of
which the medianone is RIIChthe deepest, each lobule furcate-dentate
at its extremity; margins of interlobular incisions generally slightly
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undulate 1i ke the sinus.

Length 162.,191microns; breadth 158-192

microns; breadth of polar lobe 36 ...38 microns; breadth of isthnus
17-18 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is larger.
Miczaasterias soi (Ehrenb.) Kutz. var. omata Nordst. in Pointsfor.

Skand. Vaxt. iv, p. 25, 1880. (Plate IV, Fig. 2)
Cells approximately circular in outline, very deeply constricted,
sinus slightly open with each margin faintly two or three undulate;
semicells deeply five lobed, with the 'incisions betweenboth the lobes
and lobules deep and slightly open, sometimesopen inward but closed
outwards; polar lobe with subparallel sides, slightly expandedat the
apex, apical margin retuse-emarginate, each angle emarginate-dentate,
with a small tooth attached within the apical margin near the angle on
each side;

lateral lobes unequal, superior lateral lobes slightly

larger than inferior lateral lobes and generally (but not always)
more subdivided, inferior lateral lobes divided into four equal lobules
by three incisions, the medianone being nuch deeper than the other
two, each lobule furcate-dentate at the extremity (or som~timesfurther
divided into two furcate-dentate portions of equal size);

superior

lateral lobes divided into eight equal lobules by seven incisions
of which the medianone is muchthe deepest, each lobule furcatedentate at its extremity; margins of interlobular incisions generally
slightly undulate like the sinus, with a row of minute teeth or denticulations on each side of the sinus and of the incisions betweenthe
five lobes and the medianincisions of the lobes. Length 112-188
microns; breadth 110-171 microns; breadth of isthnus 16-18 microns.
The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is larger.
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Micraste-ztias papittifera

Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 72, t. 9,

f. 1, 1848. (Plate III, Fig. 19)
Cells of moderate size, usually a little

longer than broad,

subelliptic or subcircular, deeply constricted, sinus very narrowly
linear;

semicells five lobed, with the lobes and lobules usually

almost approximate, interlobular incisions linear;

polar lobe

cuneate with concave sides, apex concave with a slight mediannotch,
each angle slightly produced and furcate-emarginate, with a pair of
small teeth on each side of the mediannotch; lateral lobes cuneate,
of almost equal breadth, each divided by a moderately deep incision
into two lobules, lobules again divided, the four ultimate divisions
of each lobe being emarginate (or rarely tridenticulate).

Cell-wall

generally minutely punctate, with a few acute granules or denticulations
on each sfde of the sinus and the interlobular incisions.

Length

118-145microns; breadth 108-145microns; breadth of polar lobe
35-44 microns; breadth of isthmus 15~22microns.
Mioraste-ztias papiZZifera Breb. fonna major (Plate III, Fig. 20)

This is the same as the type only larger in size.
Miorastenas

apicuZata ( Ehrenb. ) Menegh.var. bra.chyptera (Lund.) nob.

Desm.Suec., p. 12, t. 1, f. 4, 1871. (Plate IV, Fig. 3)
Cells large, longer than the type, very deeply constricted,
sinus widely open outwards but linear towards its apex; semicells
five lobed; polar lobe more projecting, relatively larger and wider,
with a distinct constriction below the apex, apical margin widely
retuse, angles with a pair of diverging spines and with a large
curved spine on the apical margin close to each angle, and with a
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pair of spines on each side of the apical notch; lateral lobes
subequal, bilobulate, lobules furnished with two {sometimesthree)
marginal curved spines; sinus and incisions between the lobes widely
open, especially the incisions between the polar lobe and the superior
lateral lobes; generally with a row of spines bordering each side of
the polar 1obe and the sinus.

Ce11-wa11 punctate. Length 191-230

microns; breadth 131-180microns; breadth of isthmus 34-37 microns;
breadth of polar lobe 54-60 microns.
Micrasterias rotata (Grev.) Ralfs in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., p. 259,

t. 6, f. 1, 1844. (Plate IV, Fig. 4)
Cells large, a little

longer than broad, subcircular in outline,

very deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear; semicells five
lobed, interlobular incisions narrowly linear; polar lobe gradually
widening upwards, with concave sides, often slightly projecting,
apex retuse-emarginate, angles slightly produced and bidentate;
'

lateral lobes unequal and broadly cuneate, each divided into two
lobules by a deep incision; superior lateral lobes larger than
inferior lobes, each lobule subdivided into four equal emarginate
(or bidentate) parts by three incisions, the median one being the
deepest; lobules of inferior lateral lobes divided into two (sometimes four) bidentate parts.

Length 208-366microns; breadth 165-

305 microns; breadth of isthmus 29-43 microns; breadth of polar
lobe 48-80 microns.
Micmsterias

denticuZata Breb. Alg. Falaise, p. 54, t. 8, 1835.

(Plate IV, Fig. 5)
Cells large, about 1/6 times longer than broad, broadly
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elliptic

in outline, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear;

semicells five lobed, interlobular incisions narrowly linear; polar
lobes narrowly cuneate, with dilated apex and concave sides, not
projecting beyondthe lateral lobes, apical margin retuse with a
widely open notch in the center, angles obtuse or sometimestruncate
emarginate; lateral lobes almost equal and broadly cuneate, superior
lobes sometimesa little

larger than inferior ones, divided into two

lobules by a deep incision, each lobule further divided into four
(sometimesonly two) subequal, retuse or emarginate parts.

Length

205-350microns; breadth 177-277microns; breadth of isthmus 23-40
microns; breadth of polar lobe 55-75 microns.
Micmste'Pias radiata Hass. Brit. Freshw. Hass., p. 386, t. 90, f. 2,

1845. (Plate IV, Fig. 6)
Cells of mediumsize, usually a little
broadly elliptic

longer than broad,

in outline, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly

linear, semicells five lobed, interlobular incisions narrowly
linear; polar lobes narrowly cuneate, with dilated apex and concave
sides, not projecting beyondthe lateral lobes, apical margin retuse
with a widely open notch in the center, angles obtuse or sometimes
truncate emarginate; lateral lobes almost equal and broadly cuneate,
superior lobes sometimesa little

larger than inferior ones, divided

into two lobules by a deep incision, each lobule further divided into
four (sometimesonly two) subequal, retuse or emarginate parts.
Length 205-350 microns; breadth 177-277microns; breadth of isthmus
23-40 microns; breadth of polar lobe 55-75 microns.
Micmsterias

mdiata Hass. Brit. Freshw. Hass., p. 386, t. 90, f. 2,
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1845. (Plate IV, Fig. 6)
Cells of mediumsize, usually a little

longer than broad,

very deeply constricted, sinus widely open with an acute apex;
semicells five lobed, incisions betweenthe lobes wide and fairly
deep; polar lobe with parallel sides in the lower half, dilated
upwards, with each angle produced into a long, narrow, diverging
process with a deeply furcate apex; lateral lobes commonly
equal,
but subject to variation, nonnally divided into two long, narrow,
diverging lobules, with deeply~furcate apices; sometimesone or both
lateral lobes are simple and undivided. Length 123-145microns; breadth
113-186microns; breadth of isthmus 17-30 microns; breadth of polar
lobe 65-92 microns.
MicNsteztias muri.oata (Bailey) Ralfs, Brit. Desm., p. 210, 1848.

(Plate IV, Fig. 7)

Cells of mediumsize, 2-3 times longer than broad, rectangular,
moderately deep constriction, sinus widely open; semicells five
lobed, with very wide incisions;

lateral lobes composedof cylindrical

processes, processes slightly attenuating towards terminal end;
polar lobe with similar shaped appendagesextending laterally.
Identification from Irenee-Marie.
Microsteria.s sp.

(Plate IV, Fig. 8)

Cells of moderate size, a little

longer than broad, very deeply

constricted, sinus open with acute or linear apex; semicells five
lobed, interlobular incisions widely open, those on each side of the
polar lobe muchdeeper than those between the superior and inferior
lateral lobes; polar lobe subquadrate in its lower half, upper half
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dilated, apex widely retuse, angles produced into short diverging
processes with emarginate-bidentate apices;

lateral lobes divided

into two short, slightly diverging, elongate-quadrate lobules, emarginatebidentate {sometimestridentate or quadridentate with a mediannotch)
at the apex. Cell with a few acute granules or denticulations above
the isth1111s
and on each side of the sinus and incisions of the
polar lobe.
Micraste-ztias Americana {Ehrenb.) Ralfs, Brit. Desm., p. xix, 1848.

{Plate IV, Fig. 9)

Cells of mediumsize, about 1/6 times longer than broad, deeply
constricted, sinus somewhatopen, toward the apex acute; semicells
five lobed; polar lobe large, broad, and outstanding, cuneate from
the base upwards, apical margin widely retuse, angles each produced
into a thick divergent process with a truncate-denticulate apex, from
near the base of each process a second accessory process arises,
similar but smaller; incisions on each side of polar lobe widely open;
lateral lobes rather small, incision betweenthem open and not very

deep, each lobe divided into two lobules by a wide and shallow notch, the
two proximate lobules being smaller than the two distil lobules, each
lobule with three or four teeth at the extremity. Cells with fine
punctuations scattered all over, granules on a small protuberance in
the middle above the isthmus. Length 125-160 microns; breadth 100-145
microns; breadth of polar lobe 63-75 microns; breadth of isth1111s
17-22.5 microns.
VIII.

COSMARITJM
Corda,

1834
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Cells very variable in size, usually a little

longer than broad

{sometimesl 1/2 times or rarely about twice as long as broad),
generally somewhatcompressed, symmetrical in three planes at right
angles to each other; constricted in the middle often deeply, but
sometimesvery slightly; semicells very variable in outline, elliptical,
subcircular, semicircular, subquadrate, or truncate-pyramidate, apex
rounded, truncate or subtruncate, without an apical incision, center
of the semicell sometimesprotuberant; vertical view elliptic,
subelliptic,

or oblong (rarely circular), often with a protuberance

(sometimesmore than one) at the middle on each side.

Cell-wall

smooth, punctate, scrobiculate, granulate, verrucose, or papillate,
the various markings usually being arranged in a definite pattern.
/

The genus Cosma.Piumis the largest of the genera of desmids.
For this reason the genera is divided into two divisions, a section
with smoothcell-walls and a section with rough cell-walls.
dichotomouskey is not strictly

A

followed in the key.

Keyto the Species of Cosrnar>ium
Division I.

Cell-wall smooth, punctulate or scrobiculate;

outline never granulate, margins sometimesundulate or crenate.
1.

Semicells semicircular, semi-elliptical,

or subsemicircular in

outline.
2.

2.

Semicells semicircular or subsemicircular in outline; cells
.about as long as broad or a little

longer than broad, rarely

1 1/3 times longer than broad.

3.

c. sp. (1).

3. Margin of semicell entire.
3. Margin of semicell undulate.

c.

undu'Latum.
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2. Semicells semi-elliptical

in outline;

cells 1 1/2-2 times

c. Cucumis.

longer than broad; margin of semicells entire.
1. Semicells tra~sversly elliptical,
in outline.
4.

or reniform

'

4.

Semicells elliptic-renifonn;
5.

oblong-elliptical,
sinus closed.

5.

Isthmus narrow; vertical view with a protuberance on
each side.
6.

6.

Cells as long as broad; semicells generally hexagonalC. PhaseoZus var. eZevatum.

elliptic.
6.

Cells longer than broad; semicells subsemicircular-

c.

ellfptic,
5.

Isthmus broader; vertical view elliptic.

4. Semicells elliptical

c.

tumidum.

meZanosporwn.

or elliptic-oblong in outline;

sinus

open.

7.

7. Cel1-wall smooth.

8.

8.

Cells •bout as long as broad, deeply constricted.

c.
8.

bioau.Zatwn.

Cells longer than broad, moderately constricted.
C. tinetum.

7.

Cell-wall finely punctate.

4. Semicells narrowly elliptical

c.

eontractwn fonna Jacobsenii.

or elliptic-oblong,

depressed.

c. sp. (2).
1. Semicells distinctly pyramidate or subpyramidate in outline,
usually truncate.
9. Marginof semicells entire, not crenate or undulate.

9.
10.

10. Semicells pyramidate, lateral margins retuse or subretuse,
very rarely straight.

11.
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11. Cell-wall smooth.

C. Hammen

var. pzootuberans.

c. sp. (3).

11, Cell-wall punctate.

10. Semicells pyramidate, lateral margins convex, rarely

straight.

12.

12. Cells never more than 1 1/4 times longer than

broad.

13.

13. Semicells pyramidate-semicircular.

14.

14. Cells a little

longer than broad or about

c. sp. (4).

the same size.

14. Cells about 1.5 times longer than broad.

c. refl'ingens var. minor.
13. Semicells pyramidate-trapezifonn.

c.

nitiduZum.

12. Cells 1 1/3-1 3/4 times longer than broad.
15. Cell length 58-100 microns.

15.

C. pyramidatum.

15. Cell length 43.50 microns. c. pseudopyramidatwn.

9. Marginof semicells undulate or crenate.

16.

16. Ce11 1ength 48-60 microns.

C.

c.

16. Cell length 20-25 microns.

obtusatwn.

venustum fonna minor.

1. Semicells circular or subcircular (rarely almost semicircular} in
outline.

17.

17. Constriction fairly deep.

18.

18. Center of semicell with a circle of granules. c. sp. (5).
18. Cell-wall finely punctate.

c.

moniZiforme fonna punatata.

17. Constriction slight.

19.

19. Cell length 65-100 microns; semicells transversely

subelliptic with a broad base, apex slightly flattened.
C.

aonnatum.
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19. Cell length 47-58 microns; semicells semi-elliptic

c. pseudoconnatum.

with a slightly narrowedbase.
1. Semicells generally elliptic-hexagonal,

subhexagonal, or polygonal

in outline.

20.

20. Angles of semicells produced.

21.

21. Cells suboctangular, almost 1 1/2 times as long as

c. Meneghinii.

broad.
21. Cells a little

longer than broad.

c. quad:t-atuZum.

20. Angles of semicells not produced.

22.

c.

22. Cell-wall smooth.

anguZosum.

22. Cell-wall very minutely and densely punctate.
C. difficile.
1.

Cells subcylindrical or fusiform-cylindrical, with a very sHght
constriction;

lateral margins not parallel, generally convex.

c. viride.
Division II.

Cell-wall granulate, verrucose; or papillateo

1. Semicells semicircular, subsemicircular, or semi-elliptical

outline;

cells approximately circular, subcircular, or elliptical

in outlini.
1.

in

c. quad'l"lfariumfonna he:i:asticha.

Semicells circular or subcircular in outline.
2. Constriction slight.

c.

sube:r:cavatumvar. oztdinatum.

c. o:l'bicuZatum.

2. Constriction fairly deep.
1. Semicells renifonn, elliptical,

2.

subelliptical,

or oblong-elliptical
3.

in outline.
3. Semicells distinctly reniform in outline.

C.

omatum.
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3. Semicells elliptical

in outline, sinus linear.

4.

4. Cell-wall unifonnly granulate, or nearly so.

5.

5. Granules rounded, disposed in about ten vertical
series, with about 20-30 visible at the margin of

c. Portianum.

each semicell.

5. Granules relatively large, and somewhatdistant,
nonnally arranged in seven or eight vertical series,
with three or four granules in each series, eleven to
fourteen visible at the margin of the semicell.
C. orthostichwn.

4. Cell-wall not uniformly granulate;

granules in the center

of the semfcells differentiated and sometimesisolated.

6.

6. Semicells subreniform-oblong, lateral margins each
with 5-7 acute granules.

c.

6. Semicells semicircular-elliptic,

tmchypZeunun var. minus.

sides convex and

furnished with four or five acute granules.
C. isthmochondrum.

1. Semicells pyramidate or subpyramidate in outline with the apex
truncate.

7.

7. Cells as long as broad, or very slightly longer.

8.

8. Semicells somewhatwidely truncate, without a central
inflation.

9.

9. Cell length over forty microns long.

10.

10. Cells slightly longer than broad, usually under
seventy-five microns long.

c. margaritiferwn.

10. Cells about 1 1/2 times longer than broad, usually
over seventy-five microns long.
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c.

EZoisianum var. depressum.

c. furoatospermwn.

9. Cell length under forty microns.
8.

Semicells with differentiated

central granules and a slight

indication of a central inflation.
11. Cells subhexagonal.

11.

c. quina'Pium fonna irreguZa'Pis.
c.

11. Cells elliptical.
8.

nowegicum.

Semicells with a distinct central inflation.

12.

12. Semicells subsemicircular, with a broad flattened
tumor in the center above the isthlll.lS furnished with
5-7 vertical series of granules (3-6 granules in

each series).

C. subarenatum.

12. Semicells trapezifonn-semicircular,

with a slight but

broad tumor above the isthmus furnished with about
four granules.

C. Boeakii.

7. Cells 1 1/4 times longer than broad, or more.
13. Margin of semicells crenate;

13.

crenations usually finely

c. subspeaioswn var. vaZidius.

granulate.
13. Margin of semicells entire.

c. dentiauZatum forma Borgei.

1. Semicells more or less rectangular or subrectangular (rarely subpyramidate) in outline.

14.

14. Semicells rounded-quadrate, moderately constricted. c. amoenum.
14. Semicells oblong, only slightly constricted.
portionately a little

Cell is pro-

narrower than c. amoenum.
C. pseudamoenum.

1. Semicells subcylindrical;

constriction of cells slight.
C. e'Legantissimum forma minor.
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Cosmarium sp. (1)

(Plate VI, Fig. 4)

Cell about 1 1/4 times longer than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus narrowly linear;

semicells semicircular, basal angle slightly

rounded, with a mammilatetooth above isthmus. Side view circular.
Vertical view elliptical.

Cell-wall appears to be scrobiculate.

Cosrrr:r.zoium
unduZatum Corda in Alm. de Carlsbad, p. 243, t. 5, f. 26,

1839. (Plate V, Fig. 1)
Cells rather small, quadrate-elliptic,

about 1 1/3 - 1 1/2

times as long as broad, deeply constricted, sinus narrow with a
dilated extremity;

semicells widening upwards near the base, then

subsemicircular, margins with 10-12 equal undulations.
semicell subcircular.

Vertical view elliptic.

Side view of

Cell-wall smooth.

Length 54-64 microns; breadth 39-52 microns; breadth of isthmus
12.5-17 microns.
Cosrna:zoium
Cuownis (Corda) Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 93, t. 15, f. 2,

1848. (Plate V, Fig. 2)
Cells large, 1 1/2 - 1 3/4 times as long as broad, deeply
constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a slightly dilated extremity;
semicells semi-elliptic or widely truncate-ovate from a broad base,
both inferior and superior angles rounded, apex rounded. Side view
of semicell obtusely ovate. Vertical view broadly elliptic

or elliptic-

oblong. Length 62-102 microns; breadth 34-56 microns; breadth of
isthmus 20-38 microns. The figured specimen from Lily Lake has a
slightly narrower isthmus and the cell-wall shows dense and minute
scrobiculations similar to Cosma'l"iumCucurnis var. heZveticum.
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CosmariwnPhaseoZus Breb. var. eZevatum Nordst. Norges Desm., p. 17,

t. 1, f. 5, 1873. (Plate V, Fig. 3)
Cells small, as long as broad, deeply constricted, sinus narrow
with a dilated extremity;

semicells generally hexagonal-elliptic,

apex truncate-convex. Side view of semicell subcircular, with a
slight protuberance at the middle on each side.
elliptic.

Vertical view narrowly

Cell-wall minutely punctate. Length 26.4-28.8 microns;

breadth 25.2-30 microns; breadth of isthmus 7-10 microns. The
figured specimen from Lily Lake is slightly smaller.
Cosmari:wntumidum Lund. 0esm. Suec., p. 45, t. 3, f. 16, 1871. (Plate

V, Fig. 4)
Cells rather small, a little

longer than broad, deeply constricted,

sinus narrow, widening outwards; semicells subsemicircular-elliptic;
apices broadly convex. Side view of semicell circular.

Vertical

view elliptic-rhomboid, widely tumid at the middle on each side.
Cell-wall finely punctate, punctulations larger in the center of the
semicells.

Length 33-37 microns; breadth 27-32 microns; breadth of

isthmus 8-9.5 microns. The figured specimen from Lily Lake is slightly
smaller.
CosmariwnmeZanosporumArch. in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 5th ser. XII,

p. 124, 1883. {Plate V, Fig. 5)
Cells small, as long as broad, or sometimesa little

longer than

broad, deeply constricted, sinus narrow, widening outwards; semicells
transversely oblong, basal angles well rounded, upper angles more
rounded; apex broadly convex. Side view of semicell circular.
Vertical view elliptic.

Length 15-19 microns; breadth 15-19 microns;
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breadth of isthrus 5-6.7 microns.
cosmariwn biocuiatwn Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 95, t. 15, f. 5,

1848. (Plate V, Fig. 6)
Cells minute, about as long as broad, deeply constricted, sinus
narrow toward the apex and widening outwards; semicells transversely
oblong-elliptic,

both base and apex flattened, sides rounded. Side

view of semicell subcircular.

Vertical view oblong-elliptic.

Cell-

wall smooth. Length 15-21 microns; breadth 15-21 microns; breadth of
isthrus 4.8-6.7 microns.
Cosrm.riwntinctwn Ralfs, Brit. Desm., p. 85, t. 32, f. 7, 1848.

(Plate V, Fig. 7)

Cells minute, a little

longer than broad, moderately constricted,

sinus narrow toward the apex but open outwards; semicells elliptic.
Side view of semicell subcircular.

Vertical view elliptic.

Cell-wall

smooth. Length 10-15 microns; breadth 7.5-11.6 microns; breadth of
isthmus 4.5-8.4 microns.
CosmariwncontPaOtumKirchn forma Jaoobsenii (Roy) nob. Biss. Desm.

Windermere,p. 194, 1884. (Plate V, Fig. 8)
Cells rather small, about 1 1/2 times longer than broad, very
deeply constricted, sinus open but rounded at the apex; semicells
more equally elliptic

or oblong-elliptic;

ventral margin alwaysmore

convex than the dorsal margin. Side view of semicell circular.
Vertical view elliptic.

Length 28-45 microns; breadth 18-27 microns;

breadth of isthmus 4.5-7.5 microns.
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Cosmaztiumspo

(2) (Plate V, Fig. 9)

Cells small, about as long as broad, mediumconstriction,
sinus opening outwards; semicells depressed, transversely elliptic;
apex convex, lateral margins roundedo Cell-wall smooth.
CosmariumHammen Reinsch var. protuberans West and G. S. West, Some

N. Amer. Desmo,p. 246, t. 14, f. 35, 1896. {Plate V,
Fig. 10)
Cells of moderate size, about 1 1/4 times longer than broad,
subhexagonal, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a dilated
apex, opening outwards; semicells truncate-pyramidate, basal angles
well rounded, upper part of sides suddenly converging and slightly
retuse, upper angles rounded; apex broadly truncate, straight or
slightly retuse.
side.

Vertical view elliptic

with a median tumor on each

Cell-wall smooth. Length 24-35 microns; breadth 18.5-21.5

microns; breadth of isthmus 7-7.5 microns.
Cosmaztiumsp. {3) {Plate V, Fig. 12)

Cells of moderate size, about 1 1/4 times longer than broad,
subhexagonal, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a dilated
apex, opening outwards; semicells truncate-pyramidate, basal angles
well rounded, upper part of sides suddenly converging and slightly
retuse, upper angles rounded; apex broadly truncate, straight or
slightly retuse.
side.

Vertical view elliptic

with a median tumor on each

Cell-wall punctate. This species is distinguished from

CoBmaztiumHammen var. protubemns only by the fine punctate cell-

wall and its slightly larger size.
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CosmaI'ium sp. (4)

(Plate V, Fig. 12)

Cells small, a little

longer than broad, deeply constricted,

sinus narrow with a dilated apex; semicells with pyramidate-semicircular, basal angles rounded, lateral margins convex (nearly straight}:
apex widely truncate and generally straight.
CosmazoiwnrefPingens

W. R. Taylor var. minoz>var. nov. (Plate V,

Fig. 13)
Cells smaller than type, about 1.5 times longer than broad,
moderately constricted, sinus linear with a dilated apex; semicells
pyramidate-semicircular, basal angles rounded, lateral margins convex;
apex widely truncate and straight.

Identification is from Irenee-

Marie (1952).
Cosmaz>iwn
nitiduZum De Not. Desm. Ital.,

p. 42, t. 3, f. 26, 1867.

(Plate V, Fig. 14)
Cells of moderate size, a little

longer than broad, deeply

constricted, sinus very narrowly linear with a slightly-dilated
extremity;

semicells truncate-subsemicircular, basal angles broadly

rounded, sides convex and converging upwards, upper angles slightly
rounded; apex small, truncate-convex, straight,
Side view of semicell subcircular.

or slightly retuse.

Vertical view elliptic.

Cell-

wall very minutely punctate (punctulations often scarcely visible).
Length 30-41 microns; breadth 23-33 microns; breadth of isthmus
8-10 microns.
CosmaI'ium pyZ'C1111idatum
Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 94, t. 15,

f. 4a-c. 1848. (Plate V, Fig. 15)
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Cells large, about 1 1/2 times as long as broad, truncateelliptic in outline, deeply constricted, sinus very narrow and dilated
toward the apex; semicells truncate-pyramidate, basal angles well
rounded, sides convex and in the upper part converging, upper angles
obtuse; apex narrowly truncateo Side view of semicell elliptic
oblong. Vertical view elliptico

Cell-wall minutely scrobiculateo

Length 58-100 microns; breadth 45-62 microns; breadth of isthrrus
17.5-20 microns.
Cosmarium pseudopyramidatum Lund. Desm.Sueco, p. 41, t. 2, f. 18,

1871. (Plate V, Fig. 16)
Cells of moderate size, about 1 3/4 times as long as broad,
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear;
pyramidate or truncate-semi-elliptical,

semicells truncate-

basal angles rounded, sides

convex and converging to apex which is narrowly truncate, upper angles
obtuse. Side view of semicell broadly elliptic.
elliptic.

Vertical view

Cel1-wal1 distinctly punctate. Length 43-50 microns;

breadth 25-33 microns; breadth of isth1111s7-10.5 microns.
Cosmaz,ium obtusatum Schmidle, Ost-Africa Desmid., p. 38, 1898.

(Plate V, Fig. 17)
Cells of mediumsize, about 1 1/6 times as long as broad,
deeply constricted, sinus very narrow with dilated apex; semicells
truncate-pyramidate, basal angles slightly rounded, sides convex
with about eight undulations, also with two similar series within
each margin having an appearance not unlike granules; apex truncate.
Side view of semicell broadly elliptic.
elliptic.

Vertical view oblong-

Cell-wall punctate. Length 48-60 microns; breadth 42-50
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microns; breadth of isthD1Js15-15.5 micr-ons. The figured specimen
from Lily Lake has a broader isthmus.
cosmarium venustum (Breb.) Arch. forma minoP Wille, Ferskv. Alg. Nov.

Semlf., p. 43, 1879. (Plate V, Fig. 18)
Cells rather small, about 2/3 the size of the type, about
11/4 times longer than broad, very deeply constricted, sinus narrowly

linear with a dilated apex; semicells truncate-pyramidate, sides
(including the rounded upper and lower angles) triundulate;

apex

widely truncate and generally slightly retuse (more rarely straight).
Side view of semicell elliptic.
minutely punctate.

Vertical view elliptic.

Cell-wall

Length 20-25 microns; breadth 16-18 microns;

breadth of isthD1Js6-7 microns.
Cosmarium sp. (5)

(Plate V, Fig. 19)

Cells small, about 1.5 times longer than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus widely open, semicells circular, slightly compressed; center
of semicell with a circle of granules.

Side view of semicell circular.

Vertical view elliptical.
CosmariummoniZifozrme (Turp.) Ralfs forma punctata Lagerh. Algol.

Bidr. II, p. 197, 1887. (Plate V, Fig. 20)
Cells small, about twice as long as broad, deeply constricted,
sinus widely open, but usually acute;

semicells circular or subcircular.

Side view of semicell circular or subcircular.
Cell-wall finely punctate.

Vertical view circular.

Length 24-43 microns; breadth 14-25

microns; breadth of isthD1Js3.5-6.7 microns. The figured specimen
from Lily Lake is larger.
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Cosmaztiumconnatum Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 108, t. 17, f. 10,

18480 (Plate V, Fig. 21)
Cells large, almost 1 1/3 times longer than broad, moderately
constricted, sinus very widely open with an obtuse apex; semicells
transversely sub-elliptic with a broad base; apex co111T1only
very slightly
flattenedo

Vertical view subcircular, slightly compressedo Cell-

wall often somewhatthick, finely scrobiculate, and densely but minutely
punctate between the scrobiculations.

Length 65-100 microns; breadth

46-74 microns; breadth of isthmus 40-50 microns.
Cosmariumpseudoconnatum Nordst. Desm.Brasil.,

p. 214, t. 3, f. 17,

1870 (Plate V, Fig. 22)
Cells of moderate size, almost 1 1/2 times as long as broad,
very slightly constricted by a broad and very shallow sinus;

semicells

semi-elliptic with a slightly narrowed base, in outline about 2/3
the circumference of a circle.

Vertical view circular or subcircular.

Cell-wall punctate, the punctulations near the isthmus being sometimes
arranged in transverse series.

Length 47.5-57.5 microns; breadth

33-44 microns; breadth of isthmus 31-40 microns. The figured specimen
from Lily Lake fits this description except the cell-wall was not
punctulatedo
CosmariumMeneghinii Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 96, t. 15, f. 6,

1848. (Plate V, Fig. 23)
Cells small, suboctangular, almost 1 1/2 times as long as
broad, deeply constricted, sinus narrow and linear;

semicells trans-

versely rectangular in the lower part and pyramidate-truncate in the
upper part, lower parts of sides parallel and slightly retuse, upper
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parts of sides strongtly convergent and retuse;

apex widely retuse,

all the angles somewhatrounded. Side view of semicell broadly
elliptic

or subcircular.

Vertical view elliptic.

Cell-wall smooth.

Length 12.5-24 microns; breadth 9.5-17 microns; breadth of isthmus
3-6 microns.
Cosmazoium
quadz>atul.um
(Gay) De Toni, Syll. Alg., p. 934, 1889.

(Plate V, Fig. 24)
Cells very small, a little .longer, than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus narrowly linear with a slightly dilated apex; semicells
transversely subrectangular, sides and apex slightly retuse, basal
and upper angles obliquely truncate.
circular.

Vertical view elliptic.

Side view of semicell ellipticCell...wall smooth. Length 12.5-15

microns; breadth 11-12.7 microns; breadth of isthmus 2-3.4
microns. The figured specimen from Lily Lake is slightly smaller.
Cosmazoium
anguZosumBreb. Liste Desm., p. 127, t. 1, f. 17, 1856.

(Plate V, fig. 25)
Cells small, about 1 1/2 times lorger than broad (sometimes
very little
linear;

longer than broad), deeply constricted, sinus narrow and

semicells subquadrate or 'subrectangular, inferior angles

scarcely rounded, sides straight and parallel, superior angles
obliquely truncate;
semicell subcircular.

apex truncate and straight.

Side view of

Cell-wall smooth.: Length 14.5-28 microns;

breadth 13.5-18 microns; breadth of isthmus 3.2-6 microns.
Cosmal"iumdifficile

LutkemDesm.Attersees, p. 551, t. 8, f. 3, 1893.

(Plate VI, Fig. 1)
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Cells small, about 1 1/2 times as long as broad, deeply
constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a slightly dilated apex;
semicells subrectangular with an elevated apex, basal angles rectangular
and rounded, lower part of sides slightly retuse, upper part of sides
retuse and converging towards the apex, which is convexly truncate
with a minute median depression; semicell with three transverse
rows of minute scrobiculations, one close to the base, one above the
middle, and one just below the apex. Side view of semicell oblongovate. Vertical view elliptic-oblong.

Cell-wall very minutely and

densely punctate. Length 28-33 microns;' breadth 20-22.5 microns;
breadth of isthmus 4-6 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake
is slightly smaller.
Co81'1'1t:u-ium
viztide {Corda) Josh., Newand Rare Desm., p. 34, t. 254,

f. 3, 1885. (Plate VI, Fig. 2)
Cells somewhatsmall, about 1 3/4.times longer than broad,
moderately constricted, sinus a very obtuse-angled depression; semicells obovate-circular, widest part about 1/3 from the apex; apex
conmonlyvery slightly depressed. Vertical view circular.
wall punctate.

Cell-

Length 41-55 microns; breadth 20-33 microns; breadth

of isthrus 14-22 microns. The figured $pecimenfrom Lily Lake is
larger and no punctulations were observed on this species.
Cosmca-ium
viride fonna gZabra nob. (Plate VI, Fig. 3)

Cells somewhatsmall, about 1 3/4 times longer than broad,
1

moderately constricted, sinus a very obt~se-angled depression;
I

semicells obovate-circular, widest part about 1/3 from the apex;
apex commonlyvery slightly depressed. Vertical view circular.
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Cell-wall smooth. Length 34-39 microns; breadth 18-22 microns;
breadth of isth1111s14-16 microns.
Cosmaztiumquadnfal'ium Lund. fonna hezasticha (Lund.) Nordst. Freshw.

Alg. N. Zeal., p. 49, 1888. (Plate VI, Fig. 5)
Cells rather under mediumsize, about 1 1/4 times longer than
broad, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a slightly
dilated apex; semicells semicircular, basal angles subrectangular
and only a little

rounded, margin 'furnished with 15-17 truncate-

emarginate warts, those at the basal angles commonlyslightly reduced
with six parallel series of emarginate verrucae in the marginal region,
two series usually visible within the marginal warts; central granules
variable, commonlysimilar to those of the type, but sometimesin
four transverse series.

Poles of side and vertical views with six

granules. Cell-wall often minutely punctate.

Length 40-53 microns;

breadth 32-44 microns; breadth of isth1111s14-21 microns.
Cosmaztiumsube:r:cavatumWest and G. S. West var. ordinatum West and

G. S. West, Notes Alg. II, p. 293, t. 412, f. 3, 1900.
(Plate VI, Fig. 6)
Cells small, about 1 2/5 times as long as broad, a little

longer

than in the typical form, moderately constricted, sinus open and
subrectangular;

semicells broadly obovate; granules small, disposed

in about six horizontal and eight vertical series, 15-16 showingat
the margin. Vertical view circular or circular-elliptic.

Length

29-37 microns; breadth 17-23 microns; breadth of isth1111s11.513.5 microns.
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Cosmazaium
orbicu.Zatwn Ralfs in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. XIV, p. 392,

t. 11, f. 2, 1844. (Plate VI, Fig. 7)
Cells small, twice as long as broad, deeply constricted, sinus
widely open outwards from an acute apex; semicells circular.

Cell-

wall covered with su.bconical granules having no regular disposition,
14 or 15 showingat the margin. Vertical view circular.

Length

35-38 microns; breadth 18-20 microns; breadth of isthmus 6.5-8
microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is larger.
Coemariumomatwn Ralfs in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. XIV, p. 392, t. 11,

f. 3, 1844. (Plate VI, Fig. 8)

Cells small, as long as broad, deeply constricted sinus narrowly
linear with a slightly dilated apex; semicells renifonn, with slightly
produced, truncate apices, basal angles and lower parts of sides
braodly rounded, upper parts of l atera 1 margins i nmediately be1ow
the apex sometimesvery slightly retuse;
straight;

apex broadly truncate and

lateral margins with 7~9 prominent granules, slightly

reduced in size just below the apex and often not reaching so far
as the upper angles; apex with about seven marginal granules; with
a numberof conspicuous granules within the lateral margins, often
in short oblique series, and with one or two series of granules
(variable both in size and number)within the apex; with a granulated
protuberance in the center of each semicell, granules conspicuous
and variable both in size and disposition (sometimesarranged in
short vertical series and sometimesmore or less concentrically
disposed).

Side view of semicell depressed-subcircular, with a very

slightly produced and truncate apex. Vertical view elliptic-oblong,
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with broadly rounded poles, and with a broad, granulate tumor at the
middle on each side;

central region of apex smooth. Length 32-41

microns; breadth 33-41 microns; breadth of isth1111s10-11.5 microns.
Cosma'l'iwnPortianurn Arch. Quart. Journ. Mier. Sci. viii,

p. 235,

t. 11, 1860. (Plate VI, Fig. 9)
Cells rather small, about 1 1/3 times as long as broad, deeply
constricted, sinus gradually opening from a rounded extremity, isthmus
slightly elongated; semicells elliptic

and granulate;

granules

rounded, disposed in about ten vertical series, and sometimesin
oblique series also (rarely more or less irregular), with about
20-23 visible at the margin of each semicell.
circular.

Vertical view elliptic.

Side view of semicell

Length 30-40 microns; breadth

22-30 microns; breadth of isth1111s8-12 microns.
Cosmariumorthostichum Lund. 0esm. Suec., p. 24, t. 2, f. 9, 1871.

(Plate VI, Fig. 10)
Cells rather small, a little
stricted,

longer than broad, deeply con-

sinus narrow with a slightly dilated extremity;

subelliptic or subreniform-elliptic,

semicells

dorsal margin somewhatmore

convex than ventral margin, median part of apex rarely straight.
Side view of semicell circular.
granulate;

Vertical view elliptic.

Cell-wall

granules relatively large, and somewhatdistant, normally

arranged in seven or eight vertical seri~s, with three or four
granules in each series (median granules rarely duplicated), 11-14
visible at the margin of the semicell;

in the vertical view the

granules are sometimesapproximately arranged in transverse series,
and at other times there is a clear central space. Length 32-36
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microns; breadth 28-33 microns; breadth of isthlllls 9.5-11 microns.
Cosmrium orthostichum Lund•. var. pumil.umLund. Desm.Suec., p. 25,

t. 2, f. 10, 1871. (Plate VI, Fig. 11)
Cells smaller than the typical form, semicells oblong-elliptic,
granules disposed in six vertical and three horizontal series.

Length

21.5-25 microns; breadth twenty microns:; breadth of isthmus 5-8

microns.
Cosmar>ium
tra.chypl.eurumLund. var. minus Racib., in Spraw. Korn.

fizyj. Akad. Uniej. Krakow.XIX, p. 11, t. 1, f. 5, 1884.
{Plate VI, Fig. 12)
Cells rather under mediumsize, 1 1/4 times as long as broad,
somewhatsmaller and more compressedthan type, deeply constricted,
sinus narrowly linear with a slightly dilated extremity; semicells
subreniform-oblong, 1ateral margins each with 5-7 acute granules, with
the acute marginal granules continued over the apex, with seven large
rounded granules in the center, one central and six peripheral, and
with minute punctulations between them. Side view of semicell circularo
Vertical view elliptic.

Cell-wall very delicately punctate between

the granules. Length 31-34.5 microns; breadth 26.5-33 microns;
breadth of isthlllls 8.5-12 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily
1

Lake has nine large rounded granules in the center, one central and
eight peripheral,
Cosmar>ium
isthmochcmdzrumNordst. Norges Desm., p. 12, t. 1, f. 2,

1873. {Plate VI, Fig. 13)
Cells small, about 1 1/6 titnes as long as broad, deeply
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constricted, sinus narrowly linear;

semicells semicircular-elliptic,

basal angles obtuse and furnished with a papilla, sides convex and

furnished with four or five acute granules; apex subtruncate {very
slightly convex) and smooth; semicells with a single series of four
minute granules within each lateral margin and two larger granules
within the median part of the apex, with a large granule immediately
above the isthmus, and with one or two scrobiculations in the
center of the semicell.

Side view of semicell circular, with a granule

on each side of the apex and one just above the isthmus on each side.
Vertical view elliptic,

sides granulate, with two larger granules at

the middle on each side, poles somewhatpointed. Length 30-35 microns;
breadth 27-30 microns; breadth of isthmus 7.5-11 microns.
Cosmari.wnma:rgazoi,tifePUm
Menegh.Synops. Desm., p. 219, 1840.

(Plate VI, Fig. 14)
Cells rather under mediumsize, slightly longer than broad, very
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear with a dilated extremity;
semicells broadly pyramidate-truncate, basal and upper angles rounded,
sides slightly convex; apex wide and straight or very slightly convex.
Cell-wall granulate, granules large, not quite uniform in size, those
in the center of the semicells and near the basal angles and lateral
margins generally somewhatlarger than the others, with 7-9 granules
visible on each lateral margin, those near the apex usually smaller
than those at the base; apex smooth (destitute of marginal granules);
granules with no definite disposition, but scattered at equal distances,
sometimesin very indistinct oblique series, with someminute scrobiculations surrounding the granules in the center of the semicells.
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Cell-wall betweenall the granules densely and very minutely punctate.
Side view of semicell circular, granules of lateral margins very
prominent, apex smooth. Vertical view elliptic with the granules at
the middle on each side rather larger than the other marginal granules,
in the center with a punctated area destitute of granules. Length
50-59 microns; breadth 42-56 microns; breadth of isthmus 13-16
microns.
CosmaZ"UlJfl
E'toisianum Wolle var. depressum West and G. s. West

(Plate VI, Pig. 15)
Cells about 1 1/2 times longer than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus linear, opening towards exterior, enlarged at bottom; semicell
elliptical,

margin with 25-30 triangular teeth strongly accuminate;

center protuberance strongly scrobiculate;

apex slightly flattened

with teeth continuing below margin; basal angles contain four or
five scattered teeth beside marginal teeth;

prominant granule on each

side of isthmus. Description from Irenee-Marie.
CosmaztiumfuzocatospeZ'l1W1!
Westand G. S. West, NewBrit. Freshw. Algae,

p. 7, t. 1, f. 13, 1894. (Plate VI, Fig. 16)
Cells small, a little
sinus linear;

longer than broad, deeply constricted,

semicells truncate-semicircular or oblong-subsemicircular,

basal angles subrectangular or slightly rounded; lateral margins
4-5 crenate-granulate;

apex widely truncate and 5-6 undulate, with

two (rarely with one) series of small granules within the whole
margin, and with the central regfon of the semicells smoothor most
minutely punctate. Side view of semicell subcircular.
view elliptic or oblong-elliptic.

Vertical

Length 18-22 microns; breadth
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16.5-19 microns; breadth of isthmus 5.7-7 microns. The figured
specimenfrom Lily Lake is slightly smaller.
Cosmariwn quinazoiwn Lund. forma iZTeguZa:ris Nordst. Norges Desm.,

p. 13, 1873. (Plate VI, Pig. 17)

Cells somewhatsmall, subhexagonal in general outline, about
1 1/4 times as long as broad, deeply constricted, sinus narrowly
linear with a slightly dilated extremity; semicells broadly pyramidatetruncate, basal angles obtuse, apical angles rounded, sides convex;
apex truncate;

margin furnished with 14-15 acute granules which give

it an acutely undulate character, with a series of ten acute or rounded
granules just within the margin, and with 5-9 central granules disposed
in an irregular manner. Side view of semicell circular, with three
acute granules at each side.

Vertical view elliptic and granulate

except for a smooth area in the center, granules at the middle on
each side larger and more prominent, marginal granules acute.

Length

39-42 microns; breadth 33-34.5 microns; breadth of isthmus 9.5-11
microns. The breadth and breadth of isthmus of the figured specimen
of Lily Lake is smaller.
Cosmariwn nol'Vegicum Strom. {Plate VI, Fig. 18)

Cells small, elliptical,

lateral margin convexwith four

crenulations, of which three at the top are emarginate; apex straight
with two or three undulations; deeply constricted, sinus narrowly
linear with a slightly dilated extremity.

Cell-wall with four or

five rows of concentric granules along margin, diminishing in size
toward the center;

center of semicell with four rows of three or

four granules larger than marginate granules.
/

Description from
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Irenee-Marie.
Cosma.riumsubcre,zatum Hantzsch in Rabenh.Alg., no. 1213, 1861.

(Plate VI, fig. 19)
Cells small, a lfttle
sinus narrowly linear;

longer than broad, deeply constricted,

semicells subsemicircular with a truncate

apex, basal angles more or less subrectangular, sides 4-6 (commonly
five)-crenate, upper crenations slightly larger than lower crenations,
apex four (more rarely five)-crenate,

generally with minute binate

granules immediatelywithin each crenation (except the one or two
basal ones) , and w.ithin these with one or two series of minute granu1es
disposed both radially and concentrically, with a broad flattened
tumor in the center above the isthmus furnished with 5-7 vertical
serfes of granules (3-6 granules in each series).

Side view of

semicell ovate from a broad base; apex truncate, upper parts of
sides retuse.

Vertical view elliptic,

with a broad tumor on each

side furnished with about five very distinct granules, poles rounded
or truncate.

Length 23-37 microns; breadth 18-30 microns; breadth

of isthmus 8-14 microns.
Cosmrium Boeckii Wille, Norges Ferskv. Alg. p. 28, t. 1, f. 10,

1880. (Plate VI, Fig. 20)
Cells somewhatsmall, very slightly longer than broad, very
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear;

semicells trapezifonn-

semicircular, lateral margins convex, incised-crenate, crenations
three, upper and lower emarginate, middle crenatfon entire and subacute;
apex truncate, and 4-5 (generally five)-undulate-nodulose, with
two series (rarely only one) of granules wfthin the margin, with more
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granules in the outer series than in the inner; center of semicell
with a rather slight but broad tumor, usually furnished witn four

granules disposed in a cruciate manner, lower granule situated
inmediately above the isthmus and often stronger than the others.
Side view of semicell obovate-circular, margin with 9-12 granules.
Vertical view elliptic,

poles five-granulate, with a slight and

broad three-granulate tumor on each side.

Length 29-38 microns;

breadth 27-35.5 microns; breadth of isthmus 8-13 microns.
Cosmazoium
subspeciosum Nordst. var. vaZidius Nordst., Botan. Notis.,

p. 160, 1887. (Plate VI, Fig. 21)
Cells rather large, 1 1/4 - 1 1/3 times as long as broad,
deeply constricted, sinus narrowly linear;

semicells pyramidate-

subsemicircular, from the flat base at, first slightly dilated, then
very gradually attenuated to the subtruncate apex, basal angles
scarcely rounded, apical angles slightly rounded; margin 16-18crenate, four apical crenations 'and 7-9 on each convex side, those
crenations near the basal angles smaller than the apical ones;
crenations (except those at the ·basal angles) minutely bigranulate,
within the margins minutely granulate, granules arranged in radial
and concentric series, three outer concentric series geminate, two
inner series single;

in the center above the isthmus with a rounded

granulate tumor, with 7-9 vertical series of granules. Side view of
semicell ovate-recta"9ular, slightly tumid at the base on each side,
apical angles slightly rounded. Vertical view elliptic,

with a tumor

at the middle on each side, poles rounded. Length 68-84 microns;
breadth 47-53 microns; breadth 'of isthmus 17.5-22 microns. The
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figured specimenfrom Lily Lake showedabout 21-22 marginal crenations.
Cosmanum dentiauZatum Borge fonna Boz-gei, Austral. Susswasserchlor.,

p. 19, t. 3, f. 31, 1896. (Plate VI, Fig. 22)
Cells ovale, deeply constricted, sinus linear, closed in
middle, opening outwardly and enlarged at bottom; semicell margin
convexwith about thirty-five teeth on the periphery and four or
five rows within the margin; apex void of marginate teeth, straight
or slightly rounded, teeth within margin diminish in size toward
center of cell;

from two to four rows of granules transverse semicell

on each side of isthmus extending slightly beyondbreadth of isthmus,
center granules larger in size than those at near basal angles.
Cell-wall densely scrobiculate.

Description from Irenee-Marie.

CosmariumamoenumBreb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 102, t. 17, f. 3,

1848. {Plate VI, Fig. 23)
Cells somewhatsmall, almost twice as long as broad, moderately
constricted, sinus rather variable, often slightly open and acuteangled {morerarely sublinear);

semicells rounded-quadratewith sides

and apex very slightly convex, sometimessemi-elliptic.

Cell-wall

granulate, granules in more or less distinct vertical series (from
6-9 of these series visible across the,face of a semicell), about
20-25 visible round the margin of a semicell, granules at the base of
the semicell sometimesnnre or less regularly disposed in vertical
pairs.

Side view of semicell ovate-oblong or subelliptic-oblong.

Vertical view broadly elliptic.

Length 42.5-55 microns; breadth

23-30 microns; breadth of isthmus 11-17 microns.
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Cosmar-ium
pseudamoenumWille, Sydamerik Algfl.,

p. 18, t. 1, f. 37,

1884. (Plate VI, Fig. 24)
Cells somewhatsmall, about twice as long as broad, almost
cylindrical, only slightly constricted, sinus a small and open notch;
semicells oblong with the sides straight or very slightly convex;
apex broadly rounded or faintly truncate in the middle. Cell-wall
unifonnly granulate, granules small and rather variable in disposition,
sometimesirregular, sometimesin more or less distinct longitudinal
series, and not infrequently in decussating oblique series.

Side

view of semicell oblong with a rounded apex. Vertical view subcircular-

elliptic.

Length 44-59 microns; breadth 18-29 microns; breadth of

isthmus 15-24 microns.
Cosmaz-ium
pseudamoenumWille var. basiZaN Nordst. in Botan. Notis.,

p. 160, 1887. (Plate VI, Fig. 25)
Semicells with a transverse double series of granules across
the base just above the isthmus, each pair of granules being part of
a bigranulate wart. Length 40-53 microns; breadth 22.5-30 microns;
breadth of isthmus 15-22 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily
Lake shows six or seven verrucae in horizontal series and about five
verrucae in vertical series.
CosmaztiumeZegantissirrrumLund. fonna mino~ West, Alg. W. Ireland,

p. 164, t. 24, f. 10, 1892. (Plate VI, Pig. 26)
Cells less than 2/3 the size of the typical form, ab.out
2 1/2 times longer than broad, perfectly cylindrical with hemispherical
ends, median constriction very slight, sinus a slight excavation;
semicells oblong, with a rectangular base; apex strongly convex.
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Cell-wall furnished with emarginate verrucae (about nineteen visible
round the margin of a semicell), disposed in regular vertical and
horizontal series, about eight or nine horizontal series and about
nine vertical series seen in front view. Vertical view circular,
with about twenty-twosmall nodulations round the margin. Length
49-54 microns; breadth 22-23 microns; breadth of isthnus 17-19.5
microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is smaller.
IX. XANTBIDIUMEhrenb., 1837
Cells of very variable size, usually somewhatlonger than
br.oad, invariable compressed, symmetrical in three planes at right
angles to each other; medianconstriction invariably deep;
semicells of variable outline, elliptical,

elliptic-hexagonal,

trapeziform, or polygonal, generally with a flattened apex, center
of the semicell (with rare exceptions) differentiated as a thickened,
often scrobiculated, and generally protuberant area. Vertical
view more or less elliptic,

middle on each side.

generally with a protuberance at the

Cell-wall furnished with simple, or more

rarely with furcate spines, sometimesdisposed in a median plane,
but usually arranged more or less symmetrically on each side of
a medianplane.
Keyto the Species of Xanthidium
1. Cells large with tri- or quadrifurcate processes.

x.

al"ntatum

1. Cells of mediumsize or small, with long simple spines.
2. Semicells with two pairs of spines on each side.

var. fissum.
2.

x. antiZopaeum.
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2. Semicells with two pairs of spines and one single spine on
each side.

X.

czaistatum.

Xanthidium cmnatum (Breb.) Rabenh. var. fissum Nordst. Alg. aq. dulc.

et Char. Sandvic., p. 17, t. 2, f. 6, 1878. (Plate VII,
Fig. 1)
Cells large, from 1 1/3 - 1 1/2 times as long as broad, deeply
constricted, sinus open and acute-angled, somewhatacuminate at the
extremity; semicells somewhatoctangular (the isthmus as one of the
eight sides);

lower margins slightly convex, inferior and superior

margins usually very slightly concave but not infrequently straight;
apex straight or slightly convex, with the two lateral angles and the
apical angle on each side furnished with spines longer than in the
type, two to three furcate at the apex, with a similar furcate spine
within each lateral angle and a pair just within the apex (all of which
are subject to variation);

central wart of the semicells elongate

and similar to the marginal spines, three to four furcate at the apex.
Length (with spines) 135-160microns; breadth (with spines) 104-122
microns; breadth of isthmus 30-34 microns.
Xanthidium antiZo-paeum (Breb.) Dutz. Spec. Alg., p. 177, 1849.

(Plate .VI, Fig. 2)
Cells of mediumsize, as long as broad (without the spines),
deeply constricted, sinus somewhatvariable in depth, very shortly
linear (or none at all), with a slightly dilated extremity; semicells
subelliptic-hexagonal, all the angles very slightly rounded; sides
and apex usually straight, each of the four exposed angles furnished
with a pair of simple, straight or slightly curved, fairly long
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spines, central area of moderate size, generally round, thitkened
and variously scrobiculated.

Cell-wall finely punctate. Length without

spines 42·76 microns, with spines 54-114 microns; breadth without
spines 42-72 microns, with spines 57-108 microns; breadth of isthmus
14.5-26 microns.
Xanthidium antiZapaeum (Breb.) Kutz. var. iaeve Schmidle, Beitr,

Algenfl. Schwarzwald.u. Rheineb., p. 94, t. 4, f. 7,
1893. (Plate VII, Fig. 4)

Cells larger than the type, longer than broad (without the
spines), deeply constricted, sinus somewhatvariable in depth,
shortly linear, with a slightly dilated extremity; semicells subelliptichexagonal, all the angles very slightly rounded; sides and apex
usually straight, each of the four exposed angles furnished with a
pair of simple, straight or slightly curved, fairly long spines,
central area destitute of a thickened or scrobiculated protuberance.
Length without spines 79-90 microns, with spines 96-121 microns;
breadth without spines 62-79 microns, with spines 88-116 microns;
breadth of isthmus 20-35 microns·.
xanthidium antiZopaeum (Breb.) Kutz. var. poZymaaumNordst. Norges

Desm., p. 38, t. 1, f. 19, 1873. (Plate VII, Fig. 3)
Cells of mediumsize, a little

longer than broad (without the

spines), deeply constricted, sinus variable in depth, linear with
a slightly dilated extremity; semicells subelliptic-hexagonal, all
the angles very slightly rounded:; sides and apex convex, each of the
four angles furnished with a pair of simple, straight or slightly
I

curved, fairly long Spines; semicell with a semicircular series of
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large rounded granules above the central protuberance. Cell-wall
finely punctate. Length without spines 46-68 microns, with spines
62-85 microns; breadth without spines 45-62 microns, with spines
58-76.5 microns; breadth of isthmus 12-16 microns.
Xanthidium antiZopaeum (Breb.) Kutz. var. hebzoidarum West & G. S.

West. Further Contrib. Freshw. Plankton Scott. Lochs,
p. 500, t. 7, f. 21, 1905. (Plate VII, Fig. 5)
Cells of mediumsize, a little

longer than broad (without the

spines), deeply constricted, sinus somewhatvariable in depth,
shortly linear, with a dilated extremity; semicells subelliptichexagonal, all the angles rounded; sides and apex convex; semicells
with three spines on each lateral margin, all of which are disposed
in a median vertical plane, one spine only inserted at the upper
angles, the other two approximatednear the lateral angles;
central area consisting of a small obtusely mamillate protuberance
around which is grouped in various ways a numberof minute
scrobiculations.

Length without spines 46-50 microns, with spines

61-71 microns; breadth without spines 42-49 microns, with spines,
69-82 microns; breadth of isthmus 12-14 microns.
Xanthidiwn czoistatum Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 115, t. 19,

f. 3, 1848. (Plate VII, Fig. 6)
Cells of mediumsize, a little

longer than broad (without

spines), deeply constricted, sinus rather variable, sometimes
narrowly linear with a dilated extremity and sometimesslightly
open; semicells trapeziform-subsemicircular, with a broad, subreniform,
flat, or somewhatconvex base, and with a basal, lateral and apical
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angle on each side;

apex truncate and generally straight, basal angles

furnished with a single slightly convergent spine, lateral and apical
angles each furnished with a pair of divergent spines, spines all
simple and straight;

central area differentiated into a thickened

protuberance, generally with a slight vertical elongation with a
punctate appearance. Length without spines 44-55 microns, with
spines 60-77 microns; breadth without spines 34.5-48 microns, with
spines 48-68 microns; breadth of isthmus 13-15.5 microns.
Xo

ARTHRODfSMUSEhrenb.,

1838

Cells mostly small, sometimesminute, usually about as broad
as long, invariable compressed, symmetrical in three planes at right
angles to each other; median constriction generally fairly deep,
sinus nearly always open; semicells very generally obversely
triangular, sometimessubquadrate and sometimeselliptic
elliptic;

or sub-

center of semicell quite plane and undifferentiated.

Vertical view elliptic,

with no median protuberances. Cell-wall

furnished with simple spines disposed in a median plane, one inserted
at each lateral angle.
Keyto the Species of A~throdesmus
1. Sinus open, semicells in fonn of an inverted triangleo

2o

2. Apexof semicell elevated, retuse in the middle; angles
furnished with long spines.
2. Apexof semicell straight or flat;
short spines.

A. t'l'ianguta.Pis.

angles furnished with
A. RaZfsii.

1. Sinus closed {or nearly so) and linear, semicells subrectangular,
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elliptic

or narrowly elliptic.

3.

3. Lateral angles with a divergent spine, semicells
subrectangular.

A. Butnheimii var. subincus.

3. Lateral angles with a horizontally placed spine,
semicells elliptic.
ArthPodeS11TUs
triangutaris

A. subuZatus var. subaequaZis.

Lagerh. Bidr. Amerik. Desm.-fl., p. 244,

t. 27, f. 22, 1885. {Plate VII, Fig. 7)
Cells rather small, a little

longer than broad {without the

spines), deeply constricted, sinus a wide excavation, isthmus generally
elongated and shortly cylindrical;

semicells obversely triangular;

apex slightly elevated and convex, slightly retuse in the median
part;

sides slightly rounded and furnished with a long horizontally

placed spine.

Length {without spines) 23-30 microns; breadth

{without spines) 19-25 microns; length of spines 12.5-25 microns;
breadth of isthmus 5-7 microns.
Arthrodesmus tPianguZa.Pis Lagerh. var. infZatus West &G. S. West,

SomeDesm.U.S., p. 320, 1898. {Plate VII, Fig. 8)
Cells rather small, a little

longer than broad {without the

spines), deeply constricted, sinus a wide excavation, isth1J1Jsgenerally
elongated and very shortly cylindrical;
angular-elliptic;

semicells muchinflated,

apices elevated and generally slightly truncate

or faintly retuse in the middle; spines very slightly divergent.
Length 24-38 microns; breadth without spines 19-25 microns, with
spines 57-72 microns; breadth of isthmus 5.8-7.5 microns.
ArthrodeS11TUs
RaZfsii W. West {Plate VII, Fig. 9)
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Cells small, usually a little

longer than wide (without the

spines), deeply constricted, sinus a wide excavation, isthll'lls generally
elongated and cylindrical;

semicells trapezoidae;

apex flat, sides

furnished with short, slightly convergent placed spines.

Description

from lrenee-Marie.
Arthrodes11UsButnlzeimii Racib. var. subincus W. West Alg. W. Ireland,

p. 168, 1892. (Plate VII, Fig. 10)
Cells of mediumsize, smaller than the type, a little

longer

than broad (without the spines), deeply constricted, sinus narrowly
linear with a slightly dilated apex; basal angles of the semicells
rounded to such a degree that the semicells are almost obversely
semicircular, each apical angle furnished with a long, stout, divergent
spine.

Cell-wall smooth. Length without spines 23-26 microns, with

spines 51-54 microns; breadth without spines 25-28 microns, with
spines 45-54 microns; breadth of isthll'lls 6.5-8 microns.
Arthrodesmus subutatus Kutz. var. subaequaZis West and G. S. West,

Alg. N. Ireland, p. 58, 1902. (Plate WI, Fig. 11)
Cells of mediumsize, about as long as broad (without the
spines), deeply constricted, sinus widely open from a more or less
subacuminateapex; semicells more narrowly elliptical

with a less

conspicuous difference in convexity between the ventral and dorsal
margins, lateral angles somewhatrounded, each furnished with a long,
stout, straight, and horizontally disposed spine; spines shorter
than in the type. Length 31-38 microns; breadth without spines 3142 microns, with spines 52-65 microns; long. spin. 10.5-11.5 microns;
breadth of isthll'lls 8-12 microns.
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XI.

STAURASTRUM
Meyen
,

1829; em. Ra1f s

Cells of very variable size, generally longer than broad
(excluding spines or processes), usually with a radial symmetry;
medianconstriction variable in depth; semicells most variable in
outline, subcircular, elliptic,

subtriangular, campanulate, trapeziform,

etc., with the angles frequently produced into hollow processes of
variable length; vertical view 3-5 (or even up to eleven) -angular
or -radiate (rarely compressed). Cell-wall smooth, punctate, scrobiculate, or granulate, or clothed with spines of various kinds; sometimes
furnished with flattened, emarginate, or spiny verrucae.
Key to the Species of Staura.st:rum
1. Angles of semicells not produced into processes.

2.

2. Cells smoothor punctate, without spines, verrucae or

s. oroicuZare var. RaZfsii.

granules.

2. Cells with small granules, spines or verrucae.

3.

3. Cells furnished with small granules, regularly or
irregularly disposed, often covering the whole cell-wall
or sometimesmore or less restricted to the angles.

4.

4. Granules few and restricted to the angles which

s. sp.

are produced.
4. Granules more or less evenly distributed all over
the cell.
5. Semicells oblong-elliptic,

5.
angles more or less

produced and often subtruncate;
6. Sinus open and acute angled.

apex flattened.

6.

S. aZtemans.

6. Sinus open with ventral portion of semicell
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inflated in medianpart, so that the greater
portion of the semicell is raised up.

s.
5. Semicells angularly elliptic
elliptic),

di1-atatum.

(often rhomboidi

'

with a strongly convex apex; angles

rounded.

S. punctu 1-atwn.

3. Cells furnished with spines.

7.

7. Cells furnished with spines at the angles only, each
angle provided with single or binate spines, rarely
with three or four.

8.

8. Cells having a single spine at each angle.
S. euspidatum.

8. Cells with more than one spine at each angle.

9.

9. Cell-wall smoothor punctulate, never granulate.

s. B?taai1-iense var. Lu,ule1-7,ii.
9. Cell-wall rough with tiny granules.
S. comutwn.

7. Cells with numerousspines, either clothing the whole
surface of the cell-wall or more or less restricted
to the vicinity of the angles.

10.

10. Spines of considerable length and of two very
distinct kinds, a few at the angles being
considerably stouter than the rest.
10. Spines all more or less similar.

s.
s.

setigePUlll.
g1-adiosum.

2. Cells with verrucae, which are emarginate or very muchreduced
and 2-3-spinate.
1. · Angles of semicells produced into processes.

s. spongiosum.
11,
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11. Processes arising exclusively from the angles of the
semicells, and therefore, all arising in the samehorizontal
12.

plane.
12. Cells without prominent·accessary spines on the 11body11
of the cell.

13.

13. Cells in vertical view 2-5-radiate;

if more than

4-radiate, processes relatively short.

14.

14. Faces of semicell smoothor provided with
granules or small denticulations;

conspicuous

verrucae never present except on the apex of
the semicell.

15.

15. Processes well developed, at least as
l,ong as_the body of the cell is broad.
S.

gm.cite var.

coronuZ.atum.

15. P,rocesses only feebly developed, not
as long as the body of the cell is broad.
16.
16. Dorsal margin of the semicell less
convex than the ventral.

17.

17. Cells usually broader than

s.

1ong•

po Z.ymozphwn.

17. Cells about the same length
as width or a little

longer.

S. margaritaceum.

16. Dorsal and ventral margins almost
equa11y convex•

s.

he:x:aceI'Ulfl.

14. Faces of semicell provided with large and
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prominent verrucae.
18. Processes convergent.

18.

s.

Ce?"astes.

18. Processes horizontal or divergent.

s. an.atinwn.
13. Cells in vertical view usually 5-9 rayed, processes
nearly twice as long as the 11body11 of the cell is
broad, and radiating like the spokes of a wheel.
S. Ophiuro..

12. Cells with prominent accessory spines, either simple or

emarginate, but of considerable length, on the 11body11

s.

of the cell.

acuZeatum.

11. Processes not arising exclusively from the angles of the

semicells, and, therefore, with their points of origin in
more than one horizontal plane.
19. Processes quite smooth.

19.

s.

furcatwn.

19. Processes rough with granules or denticulations.
S. A'l"ctiscon.
Stau:rast1'W'llo'l"bicuZazae
Ralfs var. RaZfsii West and G.S. West in Ralfs'

Brit. Oesm., t. 21, f. 5 a-g (not 5 hand i) 1848. (Plate
VIII,

Fig. 1)

Cells of mediumsize, a little

longer than broad, almost

circular in general outline, very deeply constricted, sinus narrowly
line~r with a slightly dialated extremity; semicells subtriangular,
basal angles and apex rounded, sides slightly convex. Vertical view
triangular, sides slightly concave, angles broadly rounded. Cell-wall
smooth. Length 31-41 microns; breadth 22-36 microns; breadth of
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isthnlls 7-11 microns.
Sta:u.NBtl'V/1

sp.

(Plate VIII, Figs. 2, 3)

Cells small, about as long as broad, deeply constricted,
sinus open and subrectangular, with an acuminate extremity; semicells very widely cuneate, lateral margins slightly convex; apex
strongly convex, lateral angles markedly mamillate, each mamilla with
three rings of minute granules, few granules in each ring.
view triangular;

Vertical

sides very faintly convex, angles slightly produced

and submamillate, with three rings of minute granules.
stauNBt1!U111attemans

Breb. Ralfs' ,Brit. Desm.p. 132, t. 21, f. 7,

1848. (Plate VIII, Figs. 4, 5)
Cells small, a little

longer.than broad, twisted at the isthmus

through 60°, deeply constricted, si~us open and acute-angled; semicells rather narrowly oblong-elliptic, lateral angles rounded; apex
slightly convex. Vertical view triangular, angles of one semicell
alternating with those of the other, sides concave, angles rounded.
Cell-wall granulate, granules arranged in concentric rings around
the angles, but scattered and somewhatreduced in the middle of
the apex. Length 22-33 microns; breadth 21-31 microns; breadth of
isthmus 7.5-9.5 microns.
StauNBt1'11111di.Zatatum

Ehrenb. Infus., p. 143, t. 10, f. xii, 1838.

(Plate VIII, Figs. 6, 7)

Cells small, about as long as broad or sometimesa little

longer,

deeply constricted, sinus widely open and minutely acuminate at
the extremity; semicells elliptic-subfusifonn,

dorsal margin flattened,
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ventral margin greatly inflated in the medianpart, so that the
greater portion of the semicell is raised up on a smaller ventral
piece, lateral angles rounded or roundedtruncate.

Vertical view

three to five angular, angles of one semicell often alternating
with those of the other, sides deeply concave, angles rounded. Cellwall granulate, granules arranged in concentric rings around the
,

"

·I

angles, and in regular series betweenthe angles, extreme apex smooth
or with a few minute punctulations •. Length 21-46 microns; breadth
22-46 microns; breadth of isthros 7.5-13 microns.
Stauztastrvn punctuZatitn Breb. Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 133, t. 22,

f. 1, 1848. {Plate VIII, Figs. 8, 9)
Cells small, a little

longer than broad, deeply constricted,

often twisted at the isthmus, sinus.open and acute-angled (about
10°); semicells subrhomboid-elliptic, dorsal and ventral margins
about equally convex, angles somewhatacutely rounded. Vertical
view triangular, angles acutely rounded, sides slightly retuse in

the middle; angles of one semicell often partly or entirely
alternating with those of the other.

Cell-wall unifonnly granulate

with flattened granules, which are in regular series around the
angles. Length 26-40.5 microns; breadth 23-36.5 microns; breadth
of isthmus 8-16 microns.
Stauzeastrvn cuspidatum Breb. in Menegh.Synops. Desm., p. 226,

1840 (Plate VIII, Fig. 10)

Cells small, about as long a~ broad, or a little

longer, not

including the spines, very deeply and broadly constricted, with a
long cylindrical sinus about as long as a single semicell, sinus
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broad and obtuse, widening outwards; semicell fusifonn, ventral
margin more convex than the dorsal, lateral angles tenninating in
a stout spine, either parallel or converging. Vertical view usually
triangular, sides concave, angles inflated, each with a spine.
Length, without spines, 20-31 microns; breadth, without spines, 18-28
microns; breadth of isthmus 5-7 microns; length of spines 5-12
microns.
StauNBtlV'II <mspidatum Breb. var. divepgens Nordst. Desm.Brasil,

p. 225, to 5, f. 49, 1870. (Plate VIII, Figs. 11, 12)
Cells smaller than the type,:a little

longer than broad, not

including the spines, very deeply and broadly constricted, with a
long cylindrical sinus about as long as a single semicell, sinus
broad and obtuse, widening outwards; semicells fusifonn, ventral

margin more convex than the dorsal, lateral angles tenninating in
a stout spine, spines conspicuously divergent. Vertical view
triangular, sides concave, angles inflated, each with a spineo
Length, without spines, 23-25 microns; breadth, without spines,
21-23.3 microns; breadth of isthnus 6.6 microns; length of spines
5-10 microns.
Stau:rastl'UIIIB:rasiZiense Nordst. var. LundeZZii West&G. S. West,

SomeN. Amer.Desm., p. 2~9, 1896. (Plate VIII, Figs. 13, 14)
Cells very large, about 1 1/5 times longer than broad, deeply
constricted;

sinus broad, deeply excavated at its apex; semicells

cuneate, sides and apex nearly straight, upper angles somewhat
obliquely truncate, and provided with three stout spines each, two
of which lie in the samehorizontal 'Plane, the third being inserted
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in a more dorsal position and at an angle to the others.

Vertical

view five-, rarely six-angled, sides deeply concave, angles broad and

bifid, each lobe attenuated into a stout spine, and with a third
spine at each angle lying between the other two, inserted on the
apex. Length, without spines, 75-80 microns; with spines 120-130

microns; breadth, without spines, 63-80 microns, with spines, 120140 microns; breadth of isthmus 28-34 microns; length of spines
25-30 microns.
StauraBtPUm oomutun Arch. in Ann. Mag.Nat. Hist. p. 232, 1881.

(Plate VIII, Figs. 15, 16)
Cells small, longer than broad, not including the spines,
wide constriction, sinus linear;

semicells elliptic with one single

or deeply cleft stout spine, ventral margin convex and undulating,
dorsal margin with a single small forked spine near each angle spine
and smaller emarginate spines in between, with a row of spines within
the margin. End view triangular with a stout spine at each angle,
and about four small emarginate spines on the margin of the straight
sides, and one row of similar spines within the margin. Length and
breadth, without side spines, 27 microns; isthmus 11 microns;
length of spine 9 microns.
StauzeastPUmsetigePUm Cleve, Sverig. Desm., p. 490, t. 4, f. 4,

1864. {Plate VIII, Fig. 17)
Cells of mediumsize, a little

longer than broad, deeply

constricted, sinus acute and open; semicells elliptical,

ventral

margin more convex than the dorsal, ·angles obtusely rounded and
provided with 2-5 (usually three) long stout spines arranged in a
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vertical row. Surface of cell providedwith a numberof long but
moredelicate spines than those at the angles, arranged in distant
obscure circles round the angles. Vertical view triangular, sides
nearly straight, angles rather acutely rounded. Length, without
spines, 50-56 microns; breadth, without spines, 42-45 microns;
breadth of isthnus 14.5-17 microns.
StaUZ'a.Btl'Ulfl.
gZadioswnTurn. NewRare0esm. p. 6, t. 16, f. 21,

1885. (Plate VIII• Figs. 18, 19)
Cells rather under mediumsize. about as long as broad,.
sinus acute and not very widely open; semicells elliptic-reniform,
dorsal and ventral margins almost equally convex. Cell-wall
uniformly covered with stout spines, about 14-20 visible along the
peripheral margin, arranged in obscure circles round the angles,
and moreor less scattered further away. Vertical view triangular,
sides slightly concave. angles broadly rounded, ab.outnine spines

visible along each lateral margin. spines in the center of the apex
sparsely scattered.

Lengthwithout spines 37.5-41 microns, with spines

47.5-51 microns; breadth without spines 37.5-40 microns, with spines 4850 microns; breadth of isthmus 11-12microns.
Stau:rastZ'Ulfl
spongioswnBreb. Ralfs' Brit. 0esm., p. 141, t. 23,

f. 4, 1848. (Plate VIII, Figs. 20, 21)
Cells rather under mediumsize, about as long as broad, or a
little

longer, roughly circular in outline, deeply constricted, sinus

narrow, sometimesalmost linear;

semicells subsemicircular or sub-

pyramidate-truncate in outline, basal angles obtuse and ending in a
short verrucose process; about 8-10 emarginate processes visible
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round the periphery, and six others forming a curved series across
the face of the semicell. Vertical view triangular, sides usually
slightly convex, angles ending in a short verrucose process, each
lateral margin with six emarginate processes, and three similar pairs
arranged across each angle, decreasing in size toward the angles;
center of apex smooth. Length 45-53 microns; breadth 42-50 microns~
breadth of isthnus 12 microns.
Staura.stl'UTTI graciZe

Ralfs var.

cororuJ.Zatwn

Boldt, Sibir, Chlorophy.,

p. 116, t. 5, f. 28, 1885~ (Plate IX, Figs. 1, 2)
Cells variable, usually of small or mediumsize, 1.5-2 times
longer than broad, excluding the processes, constriction slight,
usually an acute notch; semicells variable in form, usually more
or less cup-shaped, lower angles broadly rounded, lateral margins
nearly vertical or slightly diverging, rarely slightly concave,
semicells usually broadening slightly toward the apex, which is very
slightly convex; with two emarginate processes at the top of
each face; upper angles producedto form shorter processes than
the type, of variable length, each tipped with three or four
minute spines, and provided with several concentric series of denticulations;

processes usually horizontal, sometimesslightly converging.

Vertical view triangular or quadrangular, with two emarginate
verrucae within each lateral margin. Length 21-36 microns; breadth,
including processes, 32.5-43 microns; breadth of isthmus 6-11 microns.
Staur-astPUlfl poZymo:rphwn

Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm.p. 135, t. 22,

f. 9, 1848. {Plate IX, Figs. 3, 4)
Cells small, about 1 1/4 times broader than long, including the
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processes, constriction moderately deep, sinus acute and almost
rectangular, sometimesminutely acuminate at its apex; semicells
variable in fonn, subelliptical,

subfusifonn or even subcuneate,

ventral margin usually more strongly convex than the dorsal;

semicells

attenuated at the angles to fonn short stout processes, horizontal
or very slightly incurved, tipped with three or four minute spines
and provided with three or four series of minute denticulations;
"body" of semicell also granulate, granules arranged in concentric
series round the angleso Vertical view usually three- (-seven-)
angular, the two semicells of the same individual often differing in
the numberof processes, lateral margins very slightly concave;
center of apex smootho Length 21-29 microns; breadth, including
processes, 21-43 microns; breadth of isthmus 6-8 microns.
Stauztastzwn poZymorphumBreb. var. pusiZZum West, Clare Isl. Alg.,

p. 23, 1912. (Plate IX, Figs. 5, 6)
Cells muchsmaller, processes thinner and slightly inflexed;
"body" of semicell similar in form to the typeo Length 18-1805
micronso
StauzoastPU/11
margaritacewn

(Ehrenb.) Menegh. Synops. 0esm., Po 227,

18400 (Pl ate IX, ff gs. 7, 8)
Cells small, about as long as broad, or often slightly longer,
constriction not deep, sinus open; semicells variable in form, cupshaped, subspherical or subfusiform, upper angles of the cell produced
to form short obtuse processes, proje~ting horizontally, or sometimes
slightly inflexed.

Cell-wall rough with minute granules, arranged

in concentric series round the angles, sometimeswith a distinct
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circle of granules round the base of the semicell. Vertical view
3-9 angled, more often four-, five- or six-angled, sides concave,
center of apex smooth, angles produces to form short truncate processes.
Length 24-30 microns; breadth, including processes, 16-48 microns;
breadth of isthmus 6-10 microns.
Stau.mst'l'W11 he:x:ace:rum

(Ehr.) Wittr.

Gotl. 01. sotv. Alg., p. 51,

1872. (Plate IX, Figs._9, 10)

Cells small, about 1 1/5 times broader than long, deeply
constricted, sinus open and acute; semicells fusiform or subtriangular,
both dorsal and ventral margins convex, tapering toward the angles
to form very short processes which end in about three minute teeth.
Cell-wall rough with tiny granules, arranged in concentric series round
the angles, granules in the center of the faces and on the apex of
the semicell muchreduced. Vertical view usually triangular, lateral
margins concave, angles very slightly turgid.

Length 23-28 microns;

breadth, including processes, 27-34 microns; breadth of isthmus
7-8 microns. The figured specimenfrom Lily Lake is larger.
Staumst'l'U111 Cerastes

Lund. ~sm •. Suec. p. 69, t. 4, f. 6, 1871.

(Plate IX, Figs. 11, 12)
Cells of mediumsize, about as long as broad, or sometimes
broader, constriction small, an acute notch; semicells almost
cylindrical in the lower part, widening considerably upwards; apex
strongly convex, lateral angles produced to form stout processes,
attenuated toward their apices, and gracefully incurved so that the
processes of the two semicells are nearly in contact;

upper margin

of process verrucose (in some:aspects the apex of the semicell also
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is verrucose}, about nine verrucae visible along each process, becoming
more crowdedand simpler towards the apex of the process; lower margin
smooth; with another series of verrucae stretching horizontally from
tip to tip of adjacent processes across the face of the semicell, and
a further series of granules round its base. Vertical view threeor four-angled, angles produced into short tapering processes, lateral
margins concave and verrucose, and with another curved series of
verrucae stretching from angle to angle just within each margin.
Length 48-57 microns; breadth, including processes, 58-72 microns;
brea~th of isthnus 10-12 microns.
Stau.Pa.stPU111
anatinum Cooke&Wills, Cookein Grevillea, p. 92,

t. 139, f. 6, 1880. (Plate IX, Figs. 13, 14)
Cells large, about 1 1/2 times broader than long, including the
processes, deeply constricted, sinus acute, and opening widely;
semicells subfusiform, ventral margin more convex than the dorsal,
upper angles produced to form fairly long stout divergent processes,
provided with several series of well-markeddenticulations and tipped
with two or three strong spines; apex of semicell slightly .convex,
and verrucose. Vertical view triangular or quadrangular, sides
straight or very slightly concave, angles produced to form processes,
lateral margins verrucose, with another series of about six emarginate
verrucae just within each margin. Length, without processes, 33-46
microns, with processes, 50-65 microns; breadth, with processes,
80-113 microns; breadth of isthmus 10-15.5 microns.
Stau.Pa.st1'Ufll
anatinum Cooke& Wills, var. Lagerheirnii (Schmidle)

West & G. S. West, Plankton Engl. Lake Distr., p. 289,
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19090 (Plate IX, Figs. 15, 16)
A variety with very short processes, which are less than half

the nonnal length;

arrangement of verrucae as in the type.

Length

53-65 microns; breadth, with processes, 72-88 microns.
Staurast:rwn anatinum Coo~e&Wills var. t'l'Uncatwn West, Alg. W.

I rel and, p. 185, t. 24, f. 2, 1892. (Plate IX, Fig. 17) .
Semicells more elliptical

than in the type, ventral and

dorsal margins almost equally convex, but with the apex distinctly
flattened, processes inserted lower than in the type, and beginning
abruptly, the "body" not tapering so gently into the processes.
Length 50-65 microns; breadth, including processes, 75-100 microns;
breadth of isthmus 15-20 microns.
Staui-astrum Ophiura Lund. Desm.Sue~., p. 69, t. 4, f. 7, 1871.

(Plate IX, Figs. 18, 19)
Cells large, about twice as long as broad, not including the
processes, constri cti on s 1i ght; semice11s cuneate, broadening
upwards; apex slightly convex, upper angles produced to fonn long
slender processes, parallel, or very slightly converging with
undulate and denticulate margins, upper margin rougher than the
lower; semicell with a ring of papillae at its base, of which about
seven are visible, and with a circle of large conical granules or
flattened verrucae on its apex. Vertical view 4-9-radiate, processes
very long and gradually tapering to their apices, which are provided
with about three minute spines, and with numerousseries of denticulations
which becomelarger toward the base of the process;

apex with a circle

of large conical nodules or flattened verrucae, which usually
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alternate with the processes. Length 65-91 microns; breadth, without
processes, 34-46 microns, including processes, 128-169microns;
breadth of isthmus 19.5-26 microns.
Staurastzoum aouieatwn (Ehrenb.) Menegh. SynopsoDesm., p. 226, 1840.

(Plate X, Figs. 1, 2)
Cells of mediumsize, about a~ long as broad, or up to 1 1/3
times broader than long, deeply.constricted, sinus acute and open;
semicells subelliptical or subfusifonn, dorsal and ventral margins
almost equally convex, though the ventral margin is not infrequently
slightly more convex than the dorsal;

1ateral angles slightly or

not at all produced, terminating in three or four strong spines and
sometimeswith one or two series of denticulations beneath; apex of
semicell with a dorsal series of spines, the medianones being sometimes emarginate; semicells also with a lateral series of spines
running horizontally from angle to angle across the face of the
semicell. Vertical view triangular or quadrangular, sides nearly
straight, angles scarcely produced, tipped with three or four strong
spines;

lateral margins with a row of spines, and with a dorsal

series of spines just within each lateral margin. Length 33-50 microns;
breadth, including spines, 48-60.microns; breadth of isthmus 12-16
microns.
Staurastz,un furcatwn (Ehr.) Breb. Liste Desm., p. 136, 1856.

(Plate X, Figs. 3, 4)
Cells small, about as long as broad (including the processes),
or sometimesslightly longer or shorter than broad, deeply constricted,
sinus acute and open; semicells subelliptical or subglobose.,dorsal
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and ventral margins almost equally convex, lateral angles produced
to form short, stout, nearly horizontal processes, with bifid apices,
the two teeth lying in the same·vertical plane; apical margin of each
face of the semicell with two short bifid processes, which are nearly
erect.

Cell-wall smooth, or very minutely punctate. Vertical view

triangular, angles scarcely producedending in a spine, sides straight
or very slightly concave, with two short bifid processes projecting
from each lateral margin. Length, including processes, 25-33 microns;
breadth, including processes, 20-40 microns; breadth of isthmus
6-10 microns.
Staurast'IVII APctiscon (Ehr.) Lund. Desm.Suec., p. 70, t. 4, f. 8,

1871. (Plate X, Fig.· 5)
Cells large, about 11/2 .time$ longer than broad, excluding
the processes, constriction fairly deep; sinus nearly rectangular
with subacute apex; semicells broadly elliptical

or subspherical,

provided with two whorls of processes; lower whorl consisting of
nine processes, nearly horizontal, five of which are visible in the
front view; upper whorl of six processes, ascending obliquely;
·processes nearly as long as the body of the semicell is broad, tipped
with three spines, and with 2-7 series of denticulations;

body of

cell smooth. Vertical view nearly circular, with a marginal series of
nine processes, and an apical series of six shorter processes.
Length, without processes, 66-96 microns, with processes, 100-155
microns; breadth, without processes, 46-68 microns, with processes,
92-160 microns; breadth of isthmus 24-33 microns.
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XII. SPHAEROZOSMA
Corda, 1835
Cells usually very small, flattened and deeply constricted;
sinus open or.narrow and linear;

semicells elliptical,

oblong or

subrectangular, cells united to form long filaments by meansof
special apical appendages, often twisted and enveloped in a mucous;
apex of each semicell provided with one or two pairs of small
rounded tubercles or short capitate processes, which are closely
applied to the corresponding processes of the next cell.
Sphaeroaosma WaZ.Zichii

Jacobs var. angZicum West & G. S. West, Alg.

S. England, p. 497, t. 6, f. 6, 1897. (Plate X, Fig. 6)
Cells smaller than the type, slightly broader than long,
constriction fairly deep, sinus smaller than in the type and oval
in shape; semicells narrowly oblong, angular, sides truncate with
two or three granules on the lateral margins of the semicells, and
o~hers scattered sparsely and irregularly across the surface.
Length 10-11.5 microns; breadth 10.5-11 microns; breadth of isthmus
six microns.
XIII.

ONYCHONEMA
Wallich,

1860

Cells small, fonning simple filamentous colonies, compressed,
deeply constricted, sinus narrow; semicells elliptic or renifonn,
sometimeswith strong lateral spines; each semicell with two
capitate processes of considerable length projecting from its apex;
processes disposed asymmetrically, and overlapping the adjacent cell.
Onychonema fiZiforme

(Ehr.) Royand Biss. Jap. Desm., p. 242, 1886.
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(Plate X, Fig. 7)
Cells small, about as long as broad, deeply constricted,
sinus narrow, almost linear;

semicells elliptical

or subrenifonn,

ventral margin almost straight, dorsal margin broadly rounded;
semicells with two long processes, nearly as long as the semicell
itself;

disposed asymietrically. and overlapping the adjacent cell

of the filament (only one of the processes of any semicell is seen
in the front view, the second one being on the opposite side of the
filament).

Cells united, fonning long twistihg filaments.

Length,

not including processes, 9-12.5 microns; breadth 10-12.5 microns;
breadth of isthmus 3.5-4 microns.
XIV. SPONDYLOSIUMBreb, 1844

Cells usually small, or of mediumsize, flattened and often
deeply constricted with a narrow or open sinus; semicells variable
in shape. often with broadly truncate or concave apices. Vertical

view elliptical,

triangular or trilob,d.

filamentous colonies

by

Cells united to fonn long

the sillJl)leclose apposition of their apices,

sometimestwisted and often enveloped in mucilage. In one species
the filaments are often observed attached to other aquatic plants by
meansof a short basal gelatinous cushion.
Spondy"tosiump"tanum (Wolle) West & G. S.

,,

West, Periodic. Phytopl.

Brit. Lakes, p. 430, t. 19, f. 5-8, 1912. (Plate X,
Fig. 8)
Cells of mediumsize, about 1 ~/6 times broader than long,
subquadrangular, angles rounded, deep}y constricted, sinus obtuse,
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open; semicells transversely oblong, angles broadly rounded;
apices flat.

Cell-wall smooth; cells united into filaments, not twistedo

Length 11.5-19.5 microns; breadth 12-25 microns; breadth of
isthmus 5-li.5 microns.
XV. HYALOTHECA
Ehrenb. 1840
Cells subcylindrical, shorter or longer than broad, very
slightly constricted, semicells trapezoid, subquadrate or oblong,
with straight or slightly convex lateral margins; cells united by

their broadly truncate apices to' fonn long filamentous colonies,
which are sometimestwisted and almost invariably enveloped in a
gelatinous sheath of somethickness.
Keyto the Species of HyaZotheca
1. Cells broader than long.

H. dissiZienso

1. Cells longer than broad.
HyaZotheca dissiZiens

H. unduZatao

(Sm.) Breb. in Ralfs' Brit. Desm., p. 51, t. 1,

f. 1, 1848. (Plate X, Fig. 9)
Cells of mediumsize, about 1 1/4 times broader than long;
constriction extremely small, consisting of a very slight concavity
in the middle of the lateral margins; cells united by their apices
to form long slimy filaments, constricted at the joints;

apex of

semicells broadly truncate, about as broad as the isthmus, lateral
margins slightly convex; vertical view circular, sometimeswith two
opposite papillae, or three, equidistant.
breadth 10-39 microns.

Length 10-33 microns;
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Hyatotheca undutata Nordst. in Whittr. and Nordst. Alg. exsic.,

no. 248, 1879. (Plate X, Fig. 10)
Cells very small, 11/2 times longer than broad, lateral
marginswith a broad shallow indentation, so that they are biundulate;
semicells globose~obovate,with truncate apices; diameter of isthDlls
and apex of semicells about equ~l. Cells in end view circular.
Length 10-17.5 microns; breadth 6-9 microns.
XVI. DESMIDIC/M
Ag. 1824

Cells united to form twisting filamentous colonies, sometimes
embeddedin a thick

lll.lCOUS

sheath; ce11s often extremely depressed,

usually muchbroader than long, with a distinct but moderately deep
constriction.

Vertical view either elliptical,

usually with mamillate

poles, or three- or four-angled.
Keyto the Species of Desmidium
1, Semicells angular in vertical view.
1. Semicells circular or elliptical

D. &,airtzii.

in vertical view, often with

opposite mamillae•
. 2. Vertical view elliptical.

3.

3. Apexbroad or widely truncate, over 15 microns.
D.

cyUndricumo

3. Apextruncate of mediumwidth, less than 15 microns.
D. coarctatwno

2. Vertical view subcircular.

D. quadratum.

Desmidium&Jazttaii Agardh, Syst. Alg. p. 9, 1824. (Plate X, Fig. 11)

Filaments triangular, twisted; cells mediumlarge, nearly
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twice as broad as long, constriction

moderately deep, sinus linear

toward its apex, opening more widely;

semicells narrowly oblong,

margins usual lY somewhat obliquely truncate,

lateral

with the upper

angle of the truncate margin consqicuously protruded toward the
apex, the lower angle

morerounded;

apex of semicell broadly truncate,

with a short connecting process at each angle of -the cell.
view triangular,

angles, acl.ltely rounded, sides slightly

Length 12..20 ~crons;

breadth ·37.50microns;

Vertical

concave.

b.-eadth of isth111.1s

l>t"eadth of apices 30•41 microns.

30-52.5 microns,

Desmi.diumStJartaii Ag. var. ambtyodon,(Itz.)

Rabenh. Krypt. -fl.

Sachs., p. 181• 1863. (Plate X, Figs. 12, 13)
Filanents triangular. twisttd;

cells medium large, about

1/2 - 2 'l;imes as·broadas long. 'constriction

1110deratelydeep, sinus

generally open; semh:e11s narrowly oblong, lateral
and broadly rounded;

apex broadly truncate,

process at each angle of the cell.
acutely rounded, sides concave.
15-20 microns;

margins distinctly

with a short connecting

Vertical view triangular,
Cells with small papilli.

breadth 32-50 microns;

angles
Length

breadth of isthmus 25-45

microns.
Desmidiwn cytind:Pi<Nlt

Grev.

Scott, Crypt. Fl , vo1 • v, t. 293,

vol. vi, p. 38, 1827. (Plate X, Fig. 14)
Cells large, about 1 1/2 times broader than long, constriction
slight,

sinus linear;

semicells short, pyramidate-truncate,

angles acutely rounded, lateral
broad and truncate.

margins gently biundulate;

Cells in vertical

mamilla-like protuberance at each pole;

view elliptical

basal
apex

witfl a rounded

cells united by thefr broad,
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flat apices to form twisting filaments, with a thickened protruding
rim ~tween each pair of cells.

Length abqut 24 microns; breadth

41-56 microns; breadth of isthmus 45"'.'.47
microns; breadth of apices
26-40 microns.
l}f3smldiumaoaretatum Nordst.
f. 3,

Freshw.Alg. N. Zealand., p. 25, t. 2,

1888. (Plate X, Fig •. 15)

Filaments flattened, twisted, cells in front view elliptical,
about 1 1/2 times broader than long, with a slight mediumconstriction,
sinus linear, basal angles of semicells acutely rounded, lateral
margins slightly undulate; apex of semicell about 1/3 its diameter.
Vertical view narrowly elliptical

with prominent roundedmamillae

at the opposite poles. Length 25-34 microns; breadth 34-38 microns;
breadth of isth1111s
33 microns; breadth of apex 12-14 microns.
Desmidium quadratum Nordst. Norges Desm., p. 49, t. 1, f. 24, 1873.

(Plate

x, Fig.

16)

Filaments nearly cylindrical, ~wisted; cells about 1 1/4
times broader than long, slightly constricted, with a shallow
linear sinus; semicells short, pyramidate-truncate, lateral margins
biundulate, basal angles acutely rounded; apex rather broad and
truncate.

Side view of semicell quadrangular with scarcely any

trace of a medianconstriction.

Vertical view subcircular with two

opposite mamillae. £ell-wall finely punctate. Length 19-20 microns;
breadth 25 microns; breadth of apex 12.5 mi.crons.
XVII.

G1NNOZYGA
Ehrenb..1841

Cells cylindri~al or barrel-shaped, united by their flat ends
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to form slightly twisted filaments. There is a very slight median
constriction, and often a swelling pf variable size at the base of
each semicell. Vertical view circular, often with two opposite
mamillae.
G1Jffl0aygasp.

(Plate X, Fig. 17)

Filaments twisting, formedof rather barrel-shaped cells;
cells with a slight mediumconstriction;

lateral margin of semi-

cell having basal 1/2 convexand apical 1/2 being concave; apex
broad and truncate. Vertical view circular.

CHAPTER
lV
DISCUSSION
.
Keysand descriptions have not been madeof the genera and
species of desmids of a subalpine lake in utah. Palmer (1968)
reported fourteen genera and seventy-eight species in her studies of
Lilly Lake. Photographsof twenty-seven of the species were included.
Coombs(1964) listed ninety..six species in his studies.
the species were found only in rivers or riverlets.
descriptions are included in the above studies.

Seventeen of

No keys or

Flowers (1939)

includes a key to sixteen genera and has illustrations

of 120 species

in his work on the "Algae of Utah".
There are ninety-four different species in this study that are

reportedfor the first time in Utah waters, The author feels that
since there is a wide variety of species found by other authors that
a complete key to the species and genera of desmids of Utah is necessary. Limitations of studies to one lake or even several lakes,
ponds, rivers and riverlets tend to limit the numberof desmids reported
in Utah waters. This study, and the studies of Snow,Coombs,Palmer
and Flowers list 265 different species. However~the author feels
that several of the species listed are identical, but have been
identified as different species. By comparingthe species listed
through keys, illustrations,
J

and descriptions, a more accurate

identification could be detennined. It can be assumedthat since these
studies list this manyspecies, additional st~dies will add additional
116
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species to the list of desmidsfound in Utah.
Generaand Seecies
The distribution of genera throughout the five abundancegroups
indicates that no genus is found predominantlyin any group. The
distribution of genera in each group is as follows: (i) abundant,
ten genera, (ii) comnon,seven genera, (iii) frequent, nine genera,
(iv) occa$ional, twelve genera, and (v) scarce, fourteen genera. Of
the fourteen genera, four are represented by one species only:
Sphae~oaosm4,Onychonema,Spond.yZosiwn,and Gymnoayga. All but
Gymnoaygaare in the scarce category.

Fromobservations by the author and interpretation of Tables
1 and 2, the following commentsare madeconcerning the genera and
species.

The distribution of species in each group is as follows: (i)
abundant, fourteen species, (ii) comnon,twenty-twospecies, (iii)

..

·

frequent, twenty.four species, (iv) occasional, forty-three species,
and (v) scarce, sixty-four species. Fewof the species of ciosteriwn,
Mic:rastenas, Cosmaztium,and StauMStzwn genera are in the abundant

g.roupwhile manyof the species are in the scarce group. The genus
Euastzwn was represented by two species each in four groups and five

species in the frequent category. Xanthidi1,fllhad two species in the
comnongroup and one each in the other four groups. Desmidiumhad
two species in the scarce group, and one each in the occasional,
frequent and common
groups. Sphaeroaosma,Onychonemaand Spondytosium,
with one species each, were in the scarce category and Gymnoayga
was represented ih the abundant category with one species. Peniwn
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andHyatotheoa were not found in the abundant or commongroups, and

Netrium~ Pteurotasnium~ Triptooems~ and Al'thzt0(/.eB111UB
had variable
distri but1oos.
The physical factor that seemed to limit· the number of species

in the abundantand con.nongroups was water temperature.

As the

temperature of tne water ihcreased, the number of species prtsent
increased, and ·as the t~mperature decreased, the nuni>erof species
decreased. · Rooney ( 1967) stated that as the te11>erature increased,
the dissolved oxygen <Jecreased, and the number of fungi speciel increased.

Table 2 shows that the majority of species of desmids were

found during the earlier

part of the growing season (July) when the

watertemperature was at its maxinumand that near the·end of the
growing season few species were reported present, expecially for the
sca~e group.
Prescott (1962) states

that the acid bog lake, whenit is

sh,llow enough to pennit optinum temperatures, is probably

ntore

productive than any other type in the number of algae species.

This

being true, the conditions from July 11th through July 24th, when the
water temperature was 23° and the pH showed an acid condJtion, were
ideal for optimal algae growth. Tables 2. and 3 show that at this time
the number of species was at a relative

maxi1111m.
The even higher

n.wnberof species on September 4th appears to be due to the increased

water temperature at that ti~.
The rise in wat..r temperature is direc'tly related to the air
temperature (Table 1).

The winter snow and i~e usually disappears by

late June allowfog the water temperature to in~ntase.
collected. in 1965 and

thedata

Rooney's data

of 1964 are evidence that seasonal
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·variations affect water conditions. Rooney'swater temperature
of June 24th was 0.5° while this study showeda water tempetature
of 14° on June 26th. Water temperature for 1964was 2q0 or over from
July 5th through August8th. Rooneydid not observe water temperatures
above 18° during the entire season. The air temperature for 1964was
20° or over for the samedates as the water temperature was above 20°.
Rooneyobserved an air temperature of 20° only on one dJte, July 8th.
The 1964summerenvironmentalconditions were warmerand su11111er
conditions arrived two weeksearlier than in 1965, This wouldprovide

a longer growingseason and accounts for the higher water temperatures
recordedin 1964.

Collections of Penium and Al'thZ'Odeamusgenera were limited to the
time of low water temperature and high oxygencontent. Noother genus
showedthis trend. However,the following species were less abundant

during the period of high water temperature and low oxygencontent:
CZostsl'ium Kutaingii, Euastl'UmhumeZ'OB""1,
Euastrum etegans, EuastZ'Wll
bi,dsntatum, CosmariumPhaseo"Lusvar. e"Levat;um,Cosmztiumcontztactum

formJ Jaoobaenii, Cosmaztiumquadmtu"Lum,Cosma:rlumomatum, Xanthidium
c,zti.stat""1,St;aurastl'1111
comutum, and Staurastl'Um poZ.ymo:rphum.One

species, Micztasterias oscitans, was found predominantlyduring this
dentiau"Latumand Tztip"Loceztas
vel'ticiZZatwn were
period and Euastl'U111

pr,sent during and after this period.
It is interesting to note that as the water temperature
increased, the pHand numberof species increased also. As the water
temperature decreased, the disso 1ved oxygeni ncrec1sed,the pHremained
the sameand the numberof species decreased. The seasonal occurrence
of species or genera is influenced by manyenvironmentalfactors that
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need consideration in studying a lake. These factors are carbon
dioxide and Qxygencontent, water temperature, pH, the flushing effect

of the melting snow, types and conditions of substrata, aquatic organisms feeding on desinid$, and light conditions.
Substrata
The natural habitats were the !DOStproductive for the growing
of desmids. The .samplescollected showedthat the numberof species
found was greater on the natural habitats than on artificial

glass

habitats.
The samples collected at stations one, two, and three were
examinedmore in detail to determine what species were found in Lily
Lake. After a preliminary survey of the samples collected, it was
obvious to the auth.or that the periphyton and net samples contained
the naajority of desmidspecies being observed. It would be nearly
impossible to say that the periphyton sample contained more species
than the net sample because of the collecting methods. For example,
as the net was ~lled to the shore at station one, material from water
lilies was scraped into the net. Whenthe author walked along the
shore at stations one and two, the "qiJakingbog" had the tendency to
cause material to be forced into the water frqm the bottom of the
lake and from the quaking bog. This material was also collected into

the net.
The artificial

glass habitats were excellent substrata for

CZostel'ium l.ineatum~ ciostezoium Ra1,fsi,i var. hybztidum and CZostel'iwn

sp. (5). These three species were very abundant in the samples taken
from the sheets of glass.

The sample scraped from the glass suspended
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thirty inch,s deep had a moredense growth attached than those at sixty
or ninety inches. The deeper the glass was suspended, the fewer were
the desmids found. Individuals of other species were rarely found
attached to the glass.

The use of the net in mid-lake showedfew

free floating desmids.
Limitations of the Study
Somelimitations to this study were in:
time the lake was studied;
of species;

(1) The length of

(2) Current keys used in identification

and (3) A numerical abundancewas not detennined for the

species present •.

"'

CHAPTER
V
SUMMARY
1. The family Desmidiaceaewas represented by seventeen genera and
167 species in Lily Lake.
2. There were ninety-four different species in this study that have
not been reported in Utah waters.
3. The most dominantgenera were Cosmal'ium with fifty-one species
and ct.osteztium and Staurast'PU1fl each with twenty-five species.
4. The 167 species were placed in five groups based on their percent
frequency: (i) abundant (80-100%)with fourteen species, (ii) common
(60-79%)with twenty-twospecies, (iii) frequent (40-59%)with
twenty-four species, (iv) occasional (20-39%)with forty-three species,
and (v) scarce (5-19%)with sixty-four species.

rour species,

Euastzvn Dlde'Lta, Trip'Looezoas gl"O.Ci'Le,Cosmal'ium mal'gal'itifezvn
Xanthidium affllatum

and

var. fissum had a percent frequency of 100%.

5. Twoalgae bloomswere recorded during the study, one peak during
July, and one during September.
6. As pH, air and water temperature increased, the numberof species
collected increased, and as water temperature decreased, oxygen
increased and the numberof species collected decreased.
7. Keys and descriptions to the genera and species are given.
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APPEND{X
A
ILLUSTRATIONS
OFTHEDESMIOS
OF
LILYLAKE
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
I
Figure:
1. N~t:riwnDigitus {Ehrenb.) Itzigs. and Rothe. 255X.
2. Net:riwn Na.geZii (Breb.) nob. 305X.
3. Net:rium obZo1!QWII
{de Bary) Lutkem. 445X.
4. Penium sp. (lJ. llOX.
5. Peniwn sp. (2). 735X.
6. Penium sp. (3). 465X.
7. Penium minutum (Ralfs) Cleve. 395X.
8. Penium sp. (4). 240X.
9. C1,oste:riwnCynthia De Not. 340X.
10. C1-oste:riumArchezoianumCleve. 280X.
11. cioste:riwn didymotocum Corda. 175X.
12. C"Loste:riummaci'LentumBreb. 160X.
13. C"Losteriumangustatum Kutz. 190X.
14. C"Losteriumcostatum Corda. 185X.
15. C1-osterium sp. (1). 90X.
16. Enlargementof isthmus region of fig. 15. 385X.
17. Ctoste:rium stztiotatum Ehrenb. 220X.
18. Ctosterium intermedium Ralfs. 205X.
19. C"Losteriumjuncidum Ralfs. 265X.
20. C"Loste:riumjuncidum Ralfs var. e'LongatumRoy and Biss.
21. C"LosteriumDianae Ehrenb. 220X.
22. C"LosteriumPseudodiana.e Roy. 375X.
23. ciosterium sp. (2). 380X.
24. C"Loste:riumsp. (3). 230X.
25. C1-osteriumpazrlJU"Lum
Nag. 270X.
26. C"Losteriumca'Lospol"WlWittr. 380X.

215.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
II
Figure:
1. ciosterium Z.anceoZ.atumKutz. 155X.
2. CZosterium sp. (4). 145X.
3. CZ.osterium pusi'L'LumHantzsch. 665X.
4. CZ.osterium Uneatum Ehrenb. 125X.
5. Enlargementof isthnus region of fig. 4. 458X.
6. CZ.oaterium sp. (5). 90X.
7. Enlargementof isthnus region of fig. 6. 415X.
8. CZ.osterium RaZ.fsii Breb. var. hybridum Rabenh. 120X.
9. Enlargementof isthros region of fig. 8. 490X.
10. CZ.osterium Z.atera'LeNordst. 170X.
11. CZ.osterium K.utaingii Breb. 150X.

12. PZ.eu:zt0taenium
Ehrenbel'f/1,i (Breb.•) 140X.
13. PZ.eUl'OtaeniumEhrenbeztgii (Breb.) De Bary var. unduZ.atum

Schaarschm. 115X.
TzoabeauZa(Ehrenb.) Nag. var. reotum Delp. 200X.
14. P'LeU:ztOtaenium
ma:cimum(Reinsch) Lund. 485X.
15. P'L6u:zt0taenium
16. PZ.eu:zt0taeniumnodosum (Bai1.) Lund. 200X.
17. TripZoceras graoi.Z.e Bai1. 175X.
· 18. TripZooeMB vertioiZZatum Ban. 170X.
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EXPLANATION
OF PLATEI II
Figure:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9,
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18,
19.
20.

Euastztum ~um
(Breb.) Kut~. 255X.
Euastzvn humeroswn Ralfs.
375X.
Euastrum Dide Zta ( Turp. ) Ra1fs • 320X•
Euast1"Ullloboense Elfv. 670X.
Euastrum ansati,n Ralfs.
705X.
Euastrum obeBWIIJosh. 680X.
Euastrum bidentatum Nag, 590X.
Euast:rwn sp. 645X.
EuastlVR e"Legans (Breb.) Kutz. 690X.
Euastzvn e"Legans (Breb.) Kutz. var. Novae Sem"Liae Wille.
870X.
Euastzturn bina"Le (Turp.) Ehrenb. forma Gutwinskii Schmidle.
1060X.
Euastrum denticutatum (Kirchn.) Gay. 1240X.
Euastzvn insu"Lazte (Wittr.) Roy. 1565X.
Mi.cMBterias oscitans Ralfs.
J0SX.
Mi.cMBterias pinnatifida
(Kutz) Ralfs.
455X.
Micztasteztias dspaupeztata Nordst. var. Woit.ei Cushman. 280X.
MioNiJterias truncata (Corda) Breb. 420X.
Micrasterias oonfezeta Lund. 490X.
Micrasterias papil,1,ifezea Breb. 400X.
lfi,craste'l'ias papiUifezea Breb. fonna majo:r. 225X.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
IV
Figure:
l.
2.
3.

Micrasteztias soi (Ehrenb.) Kutz. 205X.
MiaNBteztias soi (Ehrenb.) Kutz. var. omata Nordst. 230X.
Miol'aBterias apU..auZata (Ehrenb.) Menegh. var. brachyptem
(Lund.) nob.

295X.

4. Micrasteztias l'Otata (Grev.) Ralfs. 205X.
5. MiONBterias dentiauiata Breb. 230X.
6. Micrasterias ztadiata Hass. 315X.
7. Nicmsterias muricata (Bailey) Ra1fs. 265X.
8. Micra.aterias sp. 250X.
9. Micrastel'ias Americana ( Ehrenb.) Ra1fs. 295X.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
V
Figure:
1. Cosma,..i,um
unduZatum Corda. 705X.
CosmariumCucn,n{,s(Corda) Ralfs. 620X.
Cosmar-iumPhaseoZus 8reb. V.ar.eZevatum Nordst. 890X.
4. Cosmal'iumtumidum Lund. 950X.
5. Cosmal'iummeZanospoPWnArch. 125X.
6. ,,,cosmal'iumbiocu Zatwn Breb. 1720X•
7. Cosmarium tinctum Ralfs. 1880X.
8. Cosmaztiumcontractum Kirchn fonna tlacobsenU (Roy) nob. 1230X.
9. CosmaPiwnsp. (2). 1850X.
10. Cosmar-iumHan,nen Reinschvar. protubemns Westand G. S. West.
1210X.
11. Cosmal'iumsp. (3).
1190X.
·
12. Cosmaztiumsp. (4). 1770X.
13. Cosmal'iumNfri,ngens W.R. Taylor var. minor var. nov. 1530X.
14. Cosmanum nitidu.Zum De Not. 1190X.
15. Cosmal'iumpyztanri.datwnBreb. 530X.
16. Cosmanum pseudopymmidatum Lund. 935X.
17. Cosmal'iumobtusatwn Schmidle. 615X.
18. Cosma:ztium
venustwn (Breb.) Arch. fonna minor Wille. 1430X.
·
19. Cosmanum sp. (5). 1320X.
20. Cosmal'iummoniZifonne (Turp,) Ralfs fonna Punctata Lagerh. 775X.
21. Cosmal'iumconnatum Breb. 585X.
22. Coamanumpseudoconnatwn Nords
t. 680X.
23. Coanal'iumMeneghinii Breb, 1250X.
24. CosmaztiumquadratuZum (Gay)De Toni. 2400X.
25. Cosmal'iumanguZosumBreb. 1250X.
2.
3.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
VI
figure:

Cosmaztiumdifficile

1125X.
640X.
3. Cosmazti.wn
vil'ids (Corda) Josh. fonna glabra nob. 735X.
4. CoBlllariumsp. (1). 777X.
5. Cosmaztiumquadrifazti.um Lund. fonna he:r:asticha (Lund.) Nordst.
490X.
6. Cosrna;ztium
sube:ccavatum West and G. S. West var. oztdinatum West
and G. s. West. 915X.
7. COBmariumoibicu.1,atum Ralfs. 950X.
8. CoBlllal'iumomatum Ralfs. 855X.
9. Cosmal'iumPortianum Arch. 825X.
10. Cosma.Pi.1111
orthostiahum Lund. 880X.
11. Cosmazti.um
ort1wstichum Lund. var. pumilum Lund. 905X.
12. Cosmal'iumtrachypleul'Ulll Lund. var. mi.nus Racib. 1295X.
13. Cosmazti.um
isthmochondr'Ul'flNordst. 875X.
14. Cosmazti.um
margantifePum Menegh. 455X.
15. CosmariumEloisianum Wolle var. depztessum West and G. S. West.
Semicell slightly tilted.
560X.
furcatospermum West and G. S. West. 1965X.
16. CaBm<l,l'i,um
17. Cosmal'iumquinazti.itn Lund. fonna il'l'egulazti.s Nordst. 715X.
18. CosmariumnoPVBgicumStrom. 981X.
subcztenatum Hantzsch. 985X.
19. Cosmari,1111
20. Cosmari,umBoeckii Wille. 940X.
21. Cosmaztiumsubspeciosum Nordst. var. validius Nordst. 420X.
22. CoBlllaztium
dsnticulatum Borge forma Bo'I'flei nov. ll0X.
23. Cosmal'iumamoenumBreb. 800X.
24. Cosmariumpseudanoenum Wille. 975X.
25. Cosml'ium pseudanr,erzwnWille var. basilazee Nordst. 755X.
26. Cosmal'iumelegantissimum Lund. fonna minor West. l000X.
1.

Lutkem.

2. Co811farlum
viztids (Corda) Josh.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
VII
Figure:

1. Xanthidium azmatum (Breb.) Rabenh var. fissum Nordst. 375X.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Xanthidium antilcpaewn {Bre~.) Kutz. 590X.
X<Qithidium antiZopaewn (Breb.) Kutz. var. poZymaaum Nordst. 400X.
Xanthidium antilopaeum (Breb.) Kutz. var. taeve Schmidle. 530X.
Xanthidium anti'Lopaeum (Breb.) Kutz. var. hebrida.Pum W. and
G. S. West. 370X.
Xanthidium azoistatwn Breb. 460X.
Aztth:rodesmus t:riangula:ris Lagerb. 770X.
Aztth:rodesmus t:rianguta:ris Lagerh. var. infLatus W. and G. S. West.

805X.

A:rthrodesmus Ralfsii W. West. 940X.
10. A:rthzt0des11WJButnhei,rnii Radb. var. subinaus W~ and G. S. West.

9.

795X.
11. Aztth:rodeemus subutatus

830X.

Kutz

var. subaequaUs W. and G. S-. West.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
VIII
Figure:
1. Stau,,-astl'Ulll orbicuZare Ralfs var. RaZfsii West and G. S. West. 780X.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Stauzoastl'WII sp.

1450X.
1450X.
Staurastl'flfl aZtemans Breb. Semieel 1. 1140X.
StauztaStzoum aZtemans Breb. Endview. 1140X.
Stau?'astl'Ulll diZatatum Ehrenb. 855X.
Stauzoastl'WII diZatatum Ehrenb. Endview. 855X.
Staurastl'Ulll punctuZatum Breb. lOOOX.
Stauzoastl'flfl punctuZatum Breb. End view. lOOOX.
Staurastrum cuspf,datum Breb. 860X.
Staurastl'flfl cuspidatum Breb. var. divez-gens Nordst. 690X.
Stauzoastl'Ulll cuspidatum Breb. var. divez-gens Nordst. Endview. 690X.
Stauz-astztU/11BzoasiZiense Nordst. var. LundsZZii West and G. S.
West. 385X.
StaurastlV'fl BPasiZiense Nordst. var. LundsZZii West and G. S.
West. End view. 385X.
Staurastl'Ulll comutum Arch. 645X.
Stauz-astrum comutum Arch. End view. 645X.
StauPastrum setigeri,n Cleve. 390X.
Stauz-astrum gZadiosum Tum. 620X.
StaurastPum gZadiosum Turn. End view. 620X.
Staurastrrurn spongiosum Breb. 665X.
Stauzoastrum spongiosum Breb. End view. 665X.

End view of fig. 2.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
IX
Figure:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Staurastrum graoiZe Ralfs var. coronuZatum Boldt. 720X.
Staurast:rrumgraoiZe Ralfs var. coronuZatwn Boldt. End view. 720X.
Staurastrum poZymol'[)hwnBreb. 965X.
Staurastrum potymol'[)hwnBreb. End view. 965X.
Stauz-astivn po1,ymol'[)hwn
Breb. var. pusiUum West. 875X.
Staurast'l'UlflpoZymol'[)hum
Breb. var. pusiitum West. End view. 875X.
Staurastrum marga.ritaceum (Ehrenb.) Menegh. 1075X.
Staurastrum marga.ritacewn (Ehrenb.) Menegh.End view. 1075X.
Staurastrum he:x:acerwn(Ehrenb.) Wittr. 895X.
Staurastrum he:cacerwn (Ehrenb.) Wittr. End view. 895X.
Staurastl'Ulll Cerastes Lund. 750X.
Staurastrum Cerastes Lund. End view. 750X.
Staurastrum anatinwn Cookeand Wills. 390X.
Staurastrum anatinwn Cookeand Wills. End view. 390X.
Staurast:rrumanatinum Cookeand Wills var. Lagerheimii (Schmidle)

West and G. S. West. 750X.
16. Stau.'l"aBt1Vflanatinum Cookeand Wills var. Lagezoheimii (Schmidle)
West and G. S. West. End view. 750X.
17. Staurastrum anatinwn Cookeand Wills var. truncatwn West. 405X.
18. Staurastrwn Ophiw:'aLund. 385X.
19. Staurastrwn Ophiura Lund. End view. 385X.
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EXPLANATION
OFPLATE
X
Figure:
1. Staurastrwn aauZeatum (Ehrenb.) Menegh. 975X.
2. Staurastzoumacuteatwn (Ehrenb.) Menegh.End view. 975X.
3. Staurastrum furcatwn Breb. · 1170X.
4. Staurastrum fUMatwn Breb. Endview. 1170X.
5. Staurastrwz A:rctiscon Lund. 375X.
6. Sphae:roaosmaWaZZiohii Jacobs var. angZicum West and G. S. West.

lOOOX.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

OnychonemafiZifome (Ehrenb.) Royand Biss. 650X.
SpondyZosiumpZanum (Wolle) West and G. S. West. 650X.
ByaZotheca dissitiens (Sm.) Breb. 590X.
Byatotheca unduZata Nords:t. 730X.
Desmidiun SuJ<U'taiiAgardh. 445X.
DesmidiumSuJ<U'taiiAgardh. var. ambZyodon(Itz.) Rabenh. 930X.
DesmidiumSwa:rtaii Agardh. var. ambZyodon{Itz.) Rabenh.End view.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Desmidiumcy Zind:ricumGrev. 500X.
Desmidium coa:rctat11T1
Nordst. 475X.
Desmidiun quad:ratum Nordst. 490X.
Gymnoaygasp. 610X.

930X.
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ABSTRACT
During the summerof 1964 a taxonomicand ecological study was
madeof the desmids (microscopic green algae) found in Lily Lake.
The study site is a subalpine lake in the WasatchNational
Forest of the Uinta Mountains, Utah. The lake is located about onehalf mile west of Trial Lake at an elevation of approximately 10,000
feet.

The lake is an acidic, cold, lentic bog pond characteristic

of this region.
Desmidswere collected at weekly intervals from seven sampling
sites.

The water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, light conditions

and length of day from sunrise to sunset were recorded·at the time of
collection.

Periphyton samples were obtained by scraping material

from the stems and lower sides of leaves of water lilies,

organic

matter lying on the bottom of the lake, submergedlogs and stems,
dead sedge and grass leaves of the quaking peat, and organic matter
of a floating peat mat. Surface samples were obtained by use of a
plankton net.

Small sheets of broken glass were suspended in the

water as artificial

habitats for desmid growth.

There were 167 species collected representing seventeen genera
of the family Desmidiaceae. Illustrations were madeof every species
collected.

Ninety-four different species were found that have not

been reported in Utah waters. The species were divided into five
groups based on their percent frequency: (i) abundant (80-100%},
(ii) co11111on
(60-79%), (iii) frequent (40-59), (iv) occasional (20-39%),
and (v) scarce (5-19%).
l
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· There were fourteen abundant species.

f'our 'of these were

'"Observed
in each to 11ecti on made: Eua.st:rvn I>£4sita, P1'ipZoaii'Ni1
graot'Le,

Cosmazei.um
margazeitife'lWll, and Xanthidium am,atw,t var. fissum.

There were twenty-two commonspecies, twenty-four frequent species,
forty-three

occasional species, and stxty-four

scJrce's-pecies.

Five

genera contained the majority~of species found. ·cosmaP'i.ultwas
·represented with fifty-one
had twenty-five species;
thirteen

species;
NicNBtezoias

cios'te'Pt111ttand Stat,:Ltqst:rvn each

had sixteen species;

species were 1n the. Euaat:rvn genera.

Pleui-otaenium,

Xanthidium,

and
Penium,

Azrth:rodss111U8,
Desmidium, Netzoi.um,P1.ti.pk>ceNB, Hyalotheca,

Sphaeroaoana, Onychonema,Spondylosiwn and Gymnoaygawere the
remaining genera.

There were thirty-seven ·species in this latter

group.

The natural habitats provided ·the best· environment for the
growth of desmids.

Periphyton samples from the shallow water contained

the l·argest number·of species.

Artificial

habitats·of

·glass sheets

were especially favorable for the growth of ct.ostentililttnsatum,
· ctostezoi.um 1'at.fsii var. hyb1!i.tb,un
and

were found free-floating

Clostenum sp~ ( 5). Few species

where the lake was over six feet deep.

As the pH, air, and water temperature increased during the
·growing season, the number of species collected increased, and as the
water·temperature decreased, oxygen increased, and the number of species
collected decreased.

